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College Mascot
gasps last breath
0 Popular site
leaves Columbia
high and dry as it
joins other dot-com
casualties
By Neda Slmeonova
News Editor
Mascot, a Web site that was
to provide numerous benefits
to Columbia students and faculty, surprised its customers
last week by announcing that
it is going out of business.
All Mascot network sites
were pulled down on Friday,
Oct. 12.
''It went under,'' said Mark
Kelly, acting vice president of
Student Afrairs. " I guess welcome to the world of dot

com."
The sudden departure of
Mascot not only left Columbia
without a portal. but it will
cost the college as much as
$30.000. according to Kelly
Columbia signed a one-year
contract with Mascot in June
of 200 I, Kelly said.
" I believe the cost was in the
range of $30.000 [annually).''
he said. He was also under the
impression that the college has
paid the full amount for one
year.
To operate Mascot, Columbia
also hired a full-time staff
member. Ebonie Saunders,
Webmaster of the Student
Afrairs Office.
Kelly said her position will be

utilized elsewhe re at the college.
"Ebonie is a staff member in
the Student Leadership Office.
and Mascot was not the only
reason why she was hired.''
The college is also out a few
thousand dollars that was
spent to promote Mascot to
students and faculty. according to Kelly.
According to a report in the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
more than 50 coll eges used the
Mascot serv ice. Officials at
Alfred University in New
Yo rk said in a report that they
had paid only a small amount
of the $60.000 they owed to
Mascot for a two-year contract.
The news about the downfall
of Mascot was received just
two weeks after the system
experienced problems with its
emai l services.
The Mascot portal gave students access to free emai I, a
personalized ca lendar and
links to their favorite sites.
Other services featured on
Mascot.com included instant
messaging, a college event
calendar. chat rooms and a
coll ege directory.
The site had become very
popular among students at
Col umbia. Saunders said.
" We learned that students sincerel y appreciate the opportuni ty to express themse lves
o nline. to com municate with
their peers and to access
important information at their

See Mascot, page 2
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New security step taken at Columbia
0
Students must now present
a valid college ID when leaving
campus after dark
By Kela M. Ellis
Staff Writer
Many public places like airports. museums.
churches and schools have tightened security
since the Sept. II attacks. and Columbia is no
exception.
Executive Vice President Bert Gall said that the
number of security personnel in each building has
increased, and package deliverers are now
required to sign in at the lobby at the security
desk. Students entering any campus building
after 7 p.m. are now required to show their
Columbia ID. sign in when they arrive and sign
out when they exit. according to Martha Meegan.
director of Campus Safety and Security.
Although student identification doesn't have to
be visible. Gall said that it should be carried at all
times. Security "may ask to see your ID if you
look lost or out of place... Gall said.
"At least then I would know who belongs here
and who doesn't." Columbia sophomore Lisa
Radke about thc._new ID req uirements.
Gall urged students to alert a security officer if

they notice anyone acting suspicious.
eighboring colleges and universities that did
not require their students to wear an ID. like
Roosevelt and DePaul, have not changed their
policies.
"We've always been an open university," said
Gary Zullo. director of security at Rooseve lt
University, "and there's no reason to panic."
Gall echoed that statement and said that the
attacks shouldn't get in the way of a good learning environment.
Meegan said that more presentations would be
given in classrooms to increase awareness about
safety.
"Our mission is to educate everybody in safet y
and security measures," Meegan said.
Gall and Meegan developed a committee made
up of department chairs, staff, faculty and students last week to use as a liaison to the difrcrent
groups who will be affected by the new security
measures.
" A sec urity committee is something we'd
planned on having all along... but since the terrorist attacks it's been moved up." Meegan said .
Meegan and security directors at Roosevelt and
DePaul said that there haven't been any reports of
assault on campus as a result of the Sept. I I. but
said security will remain on high alert.
"These attacks have increased everyone 's awareness." Gall said. "Unfortunately it came under
this type of circumstance."

Carter calls for capital campaign
0
$17 million sought for
expansion improvements at Columbia

By Jill Helmer
Assistant Editor
President Warrick L. Carter mapped out
Columbia's plans to embark on a massive capital
campaign with a goal to raise at least S 17 million,
according to remarks he made at Friday's College
Council meeting.
"Seventeen million dollars is needed and it doesn't seem right for it to come from students'
tuition," Carter said. "Capital campaign must

come.''

Columbia's now defunct Mascot home page.

Carter asked for council support with the campaign. " I expect everyone in the college community to make a donation. I will talk more about

this at the faculty retreat," he said.
Carter said the number one priority is the funding of a new student center, which will be built at
the comer of Wabash Avenue and 8th Street on
land anonymously donated to Columbia in May
2000. Currently, Buddy Guy's Legends blues
club sits on the site.
Because the school is in such need of fund raising, Carter will be spending more time off campus than he did last year in order to secure funds
and donations.
Speaking on growth, Carter remarked that with
Columbia's student body nearing 9,500, the college " needs to give serious thought to the maximum size of the institution."
"We need to determine where growth is possible," Carter told the council members.
Carter a lso announced that he would be lifting

See c.ter, page 3
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Around Campus
Firm and Video chair to speak
at welcoming reception
A welcome reception will be held for Bruce Sheridan,

tbe new chair of the Film and Video department. The
event will take place on Wednesday, Oct. 17, at 5 p.m. in
the Hermann Conaway Center, 1104 S . Wabash Ave.
· Following the reception, Sheridan will screen and discuss his work as part of the Wednesday Screening
Series at 6 p.m. in room 302, 1104 S. Wabash Ave .
RSVP no later than Monday, Oct. 15, to Joan McGrath
at jmcgrath@popmail.colum.edu, or call (312) 344-6706.

Workshops post fall schedules
Col umbia's fall Academic Computing workshop serie s
have begun. The workshops are held on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons in room 416, 623
S. Wabash Ave .
The works hops are free and open to a ll Columbia students, staff and faculty. A schedule of the workshops can
be found at http://acweb.colum.edupfac/workshops.html
To reserve a place in one of the workshops, please call
the Academic Computing department at (312) 344-7526,
or contact Rebecca Courington at (312) 344-7334.

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle

Graffiti discovered by Columbia janitor Louis Smith in the men's room on the 9th floor, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

Fall poetry readings to begin
The English department is sponsoring fall poetry readings. The first reading will feature Jay Wright , a distinguished African-American poet whose Transfigurations:
Collected Poems was recently published.
His other collections include The Homecoming Singer
(1971), Soothsayers and Omens (1 976), The Double
Invention of Komo (1980) and Boleros (1991 ). Wright
has won a Guggenhljim Fellowship , a MacArthur
Fellowship and the 62n Fellowship of the Academy of
American Poets. He is well known as a powerful synthesizer of cultural traditions , including African my1h and history.
The reading is at 5:30p.m. on Thurs day, Oct. 18, at the
Columbia College Concert Hall , 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
The reading is free and open to the public .

Art gallery to feature new
paintings by Scott Anderson
The Peter Miller Ga llery, 118 N. Peoria , will feature
"Esperanto for Forage," new paintings by Scott Anderson.
The opening reception will be on Friday, Oct.19 from 6
p.m. until 9 p.m. at the Peter Miller Gallery.
The exhibit can be viewed from Oct. 19 through Nov.
24, Tuesday through Saturday, from 10 a.m . until 5:30
p.m.
Scott Anderson uses the lineage of early Modem
Utopianism to contemporary Suburbanism as an e ngine
fo r his paintings. His work draws from this range of
vocabularies to develop a persona l language both
informed by, and critical of, its ancestry. For more information call (312) 226-5291, fax (312) 226-5441, or go to
www.petermillergallery.com

Administration to hold town hall
meetings for college community
The Academic Restructuring
Implementation
Communication Task Force has organized two town hall
meetings for the college that will be open to all faculty,
staff and students. There they can meet the provost,
Steve Kapelke and the deans of a ll four schools, who will
talk about the new schools and the a cademic leadership.
The first meeting will be held on Tuesday, Oct. 16, from
3 p.m. at the Ferguson Theater, 600 S . Michigan Ave.
The second meeting will take place on Monday, Oct. 22,
at 2:30p.m., in room 921, 600 S . Michigan Ave . Below
are some of the issues that will be addressed:
- Did you know that you are in a new school?
-Columbia is now organized into three undergraduate
schools and the graduate school:
- The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
- The School of Fine Performing Arts
- The School of Media Arts
- The School of G raduate and Continuing Education

If you have an upcoming event
or announ cement, pl ease call
the Chronicle\ ne ws desk
at (312) 344-7255.

'Freshman 15' not gaining ground on campus
0 Supposed phenomenon of student
waistline growth holds little weight
By Wing FaI Ylm
Staff Writer
1

While many college freshmen experience weight gain
known by nutritionists as the "freshman IS," many of the
Columbia students interviewed for this story reported
actually losing weight during their fi rst months in college.
Freshman I S is a we ll-known phenomenon that causes
college students to gain 1S pounds in their freshman year.
"College students have more food choices than they
used to have at home because their mothers control what
they eat," said Tracey Carlyle, a registered dietician and
director of Loyola University's dietetics program.
Living far !Tom home and having a d ifferent lifestyle are
only two of the sudden changes in a college freshman's
day-to-day existence, which can cause freshman 1S, said
Dr. Sandra Goldberg, a clinical nutritionist who regularly
appears on WMAQ-TV, channel S, as a health expert.
Overeating, unhealthy diet and lack of physical activity
are the main reasons for weight gain, she said. Also, college students are more likely to opt for easy and convenient meals, which are not so healthy.
"Cutting out junk foods is important," said Dr. Goldberg.
"Pick some low-sodium and fat-free snacks. A big bag of
popcorn is the best choice." She added that, "a small
salad, frui t and crackers are not bad at a ll as a lunch."
In spite of the warnings of health experts, a cursory survey of Columbia students seems to undermine the claims
for the widespread existence of freshman IS.
Christopher Mills, a sophomore majoring in photography, said he did not gain any weight in h is freshman year.
M ills lives in the suburbs by himself and works out fi ve
days a week. He said that Subway or Taco Bell are the
places he would most likely go for lunch.
Heather Munoz, a sophomore majoring in interior
design, said that she did not gain any weight because she
is a marathon runner. She normally brings chicken salad,
fruit or a h igh-protein food for lunch.
"Exercise on a regular basis has great benefits for

weight control and health," Loyola's Carlyle said.
"Students sho uld never over-consume foods, and should
try to eat as regular a meal as normal."
Malili Bourbeau, a transfer student from Colorado, said
she never eats at fast-food spots like Chicago Carry Out
on Harrison Street, and that she normally eats crackers
and chips as snacks. " I am a vegetarian, plus I have two
dogs to walk with," Bourbeau said, explaining her lack of
weight gain.
Another cause of freshman IS is increased alcohol consumption, which many students use to ease the ~tress of
college life, Dr. Goldberg said.
"Each bottle of beer contains I SO calories," Dr.
Goldberg said. " If a student drinks a bottle every day
with or without exercising, it is possible to gain SO
pounds after a year."
Nathan Wright, a sophomore majoring in film and
video, said he probably gains more weight back home in
Dallas, Texas, because his mother cooks anything he
wants. He plays basketball sometimes to keep himself
physically tit. Wright lives alone in Chicago and he
cooks chicken, fish and baked potatoes for dtnner.
Melissa Anderson, a sophomore in fashion management
who transferred !Tom the University of Wisconsin, said
there is no difference in her weight since her freshman
year. She lives in the International House, a women's
dormitory, and this allows her to cook for herself.
Carlui Kolber!, a sophomore majoring in interior design,
said she lives with her family and so has no wonries about
not having a balanced d iet. She d id not gain weight during her freshman year, either.
Eight out of 10 students said they cook at night or try to
eat at home to save money. Angie Whittington, a freshman majoring in traditional animation, said she has not
gained any weight yet but she is a little bit stressed. She
eats cereal and bagels in the morning before going to
school.
Freshman IS can be prevented. Carlyle advises students to fo llow the food guide pyramid to have a balanced
diet.
"Two to four servings of fruit, three to five servings of
vegetables, three to four dairy products, and two to three
servings of protein foods are recommended in a balanced
diet," Carly le said.

Mascot
Continued from Front Page
convenience," she uddcd .
"Students loved Mascot. In f'uct in six weeks we had
usage that wus just inc redible . We had I 00 pages of
student chut and 10,000 hits u month," Ke lly said .
l.ast week, Su unders e ncourn ~;~e d students hi suve
any contuct inf(mnation uhoul fne nds thut they huve
met online . She ulso llllllounccd thut uny pos ts und
group inl'onnulion will be s nvcd f(u· those who mi!!ht
need the dultl u fler Jhc site is no longer ucccssiblc
tm liuc.

Bernadette Me M11hon. c hief infonnution ofliccr nt
Columhin, said th11t school otliciuls will try to rcpli·
cute 11s muc h liS the M11seot site liS possible.
Recnuse of th e promotional etl'orts nnd cost. \ltli·
ciuls h11ve d ec ided t<' keep the name Mascot.
Kelly su!!ges ted th ere mig ht he some lel!nlnctions
to sec whether the colle ge cun rcc nup u portion of
the fu ll umount tlmt the cnllc!!c had paid Muscot for
the one· y cur scrvk o hut 11ddcd, " I'm !Hit l!Oing to
h o ld my hronth on th11 t."
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Convocation meets with mixed reactions from student body
0
Freshmen and transfer
students come to see what
Columbia has to offer
By Melissa DeJohn
Staff Writer
The third annual new student convocation took place last Friday at the
Congress Plaza Hotel. The event featured the J. Davis Trio along with an
expo of many student organizations.
Several academic offices also joined
the convocation to promote the courses,
services, and clubs offered to students.
"This is a great opportunity for new students to see what Columbia has to offer,"
said R. Kenneth Whittier, theater major
and advisor for the Residence Hall
Association. " It is also a great way for
students to explore organizations, and
really get involved."
" I think that the students are very interested in what we have to offer, and this
year the turnout is even greater," said
Marcin Wawrzyczek, a senior majoring
in fi lm. "With each new generation of
students Columbia has, there is a new
generation of creativity."
The Financial Aid department sent out
one of their financial specialists, Darryl

introduce new and transfer students to
what Columbia has to offer. Many students returned this year to either run the
expo booths or participate in the event.
"What I have seen is a lot of people who
have been here for a year or so coming
back to mingle and talk to new students,"
Whittier said. "There is a lot of good
energy here among the students today."
"I came here last year, and it seems to be
more respected this year," said Krys
Conerly, a sophomore majoring in television and film. " I may be working the
event today, but it is still a lot of fun to
be out here meeting different people."
Several students attending the event
thought it was a success, with only a
few minor changes in mind.
"I like the way it's set up," said
Members of Columbia's Fusion student organization at last week's convocation. From
Mandie Dewine, a freshman majoring
left to right, Barry Dardon, Gabrielle Watkins, Laila AI-Chaar and Tebogo Matebesi.
in theater. " You can meet more people
this way."
Luckett, to inform students about the new music was good," said Chris Pagnozzi, a
"I think they need a bigger space for
office that has just been created by the transfer sophomore majoring in television the expo," said Katie Breen, a freshman
merging of the Financial Aid and Bursar's production.
theater major. "It is too crowded in
At one point, there were so many stu- areas and starts to drag when you canoffices.
"There are more students this year, and dents that the hall was like a traffic jam, not move."
we are more organized and focused than gridlocked with nowhere to tum.
" It is perfect the way it's set up," said
"There are a lot more people here this Oscar Apaydinli, 20, a transfer sopholast year so we can serve the students betyear, which is a good thing because they
ter," Luckett said.
more majoring in television production
The convocation opened with various are getting something out of it," said and directing. " I would not change a
Kelli Collins, associate director of thing, except have two food lines
speakers and live music.
"The introduction was really long, and the Residence Life.
instead of one next time around."
speaking could have been shorter, but the
The convocation is given each year to

Colleges object to student tracking New director seeks to attract
0
International Student
more students to Columbia library
Affairs head talks about
problems with foreignstudent tracking system
By Wing FaI Ylm
Staff Writer
In the wake of the Sept. I I attacks, Sen.
Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) has proposed a six-month moratorium on foreign-student visas and a new biometric
database to track international students'
presence in the country, but many college administrators disagree with the
proposal.
One of the Sept. I I hijackers, Hani
Hanjour, entered the United States on a
student visa but never attended school.
Also, one of the terrorists involved in the
1993 World Trade Center bombing held
an expired student visa.
Under Sen. Feinstein's proposal, the
tracking system would attempt to detect
fore ign students who have violated the
terms of their visas-not enrolling in
school, dropping out of school, committing reportable offenses, etc. There are
about 500,000 foreign students living
and studying in the United States. Sen.
Feinstein also wants $32.3 million for
the Immigration and Naturalization
Serv ice to implement the electronic
tracking system.
Under Feinstein's plan, the INS would
require students to submit visa applications to the agency for approval before the
State Department issye$ a .visa.
The tracking system requires the INS to
update biometrics data, such as fingerprints and photographs, for all foreign students living in the United States. The
State Department, the TNS and the FBI

would be authorized to retrieve the data.
"There are two problems with this
tracking system," said Gigi Posejpal,
assistant dean of International Student
Affairs at Columbia. "The first problem
is that it requires every foreign student
in the U.S. to pay $95 to support it.
Who will c.o llect the money and issue
the receipt for them to apply for the
visas? The second problem is which
software or hard ware system wi ll be
used to integrate all these foreign students' data?" Posejpal asked.
"It won't work," Posejpal added.
Posejpal attended a meeting about the
tracking system at DePaul University
last Wednesday where, she said, Sen.
Feinstein's proposal has not gained any
supporters. People who hold touri st,
business and even temporary visas
could be suspected of criminal activity,
Posejpal said, but it seems like the
Feinstein proposal points to all international students.
"It's unfa ir," Posejpal said. "Her
proposal won't pass."
About I 0 percent of foreign students
do not attend the schools they said
they would attend when applying for a
student visa.
" Some of them move around or attend
different schools," Posejpal explained.
"I have received some students who
have permission to attend a different
school, but wanted to attend Columbia.
Nothing can be used to track all these
students, and actually there is no place
you can report [a change of schools]
to."
The Office of International Student
Affairs will hold a panel about how the
world perceives the Sept. II attacks on
Friday, Oct. 26, from 1-2:3 0 p.m. at the
Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave .

Carter
Continued from Front Page
his moratorium on new programs at the
college.
In other council news, Vice President
of Student Affairs, Mark Kelly, reported
that freshman retention rates have
improved with a record 57 percent oflast
year's freshmen returning to Columbia
for their sophomore year.
"What's important is that we didn't
change the characteristic of our students
by becoming more selective with who
we let in. Instead, we've changed our
behaviors toward students," Kelly said.
Steven Kapelke, provost and vice president of student affairs, also announced
that the college is in the process of creating search committees to find permanent

deans for each of Columbia's four new
schools. He also said that he and the current deans of each of the four schools
will discuss the future of the academic
restructuring at two open town-hall
meetings later this month on Oct. 16 and
Oct. 22.
Also at the council meeting, Kelly
unveiled a draft of Columbia's guidelines
for responding to disruptive student conduct. These guidelines will be used by
faculty and staff in dealing with unruly
students.
In addition, a draft ofthe emergency procedure policy was distributed to the council. The policy addressed building evacuations and other such emergencies.

0
Former head of
Northwestern University's
Transportation Library brings
experience to college

By Laura A. Pllego
Staff Writer
Adding a cafe is just one of many
ideas that could make Columbia's
library a more welcoming place for students, new library director Jo Cates
said.
"The whole idea is to attract as many
students into the library as possible ... to
have them take advantage of the
resources we have to offer," Cates said,
who was hired to the position on Aug. 27.
Students could sit and read while enjoying their favorite cup of gourmet coffee,
she added.
"In order to survive," Cates said, "we
can't afford to stay a traditional library."
The main priority, she said, is meeting
the customer's needs.
Cates never pictured herself at
Columbia because she wasn' t even
aware that the position was available.
Her colleagues at her old job read the
help-wanted advertisement and irnmediately brought the position to her
attention, knowing that she met the
qualifications.
Cates said that the library director
position is the perfect job because she's
able to combine her passion for library
work and her need to be in an educational setting.
"It's that youth and vitality that keeps
me fresh, Cates said. I like the positive
energy that I get from the students."
Cates m ight be new at Columbia, but
her background demonstrates her ability to provide leadership and direction. Her main duties as li brary di rector are managing and supervisi ng the
library operations. Cates' input on the
organization of workloads and staff
assignments is essential to the staff as
they turn to her for training, motivation and evaluation.
Cates got a bachelor 's degree in journal ism
in
1980
from
Boston
University's
School
of
Public
Communication. She moved on to the
Simmons College Graduate School of
Library and Information Science, where
she received a master's degree in
library science in I 984.
Her profess ional experience before
coming to Columbia included work as
regio nal research manager for Ernst and

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chromcle

Jo Cates, Columbia's new library director.
Young, based here in Chicago. She was
also a freelance writer and editor from
1994 to 1997. From 1991 to 1994 she
headed Northwestern University 's
Transportat ion Library. Before that,
s he was the li brary director at the
Poynter Institute for Media studies in
St. Petersburg, Fla. Cates got her start
in 1984 as the head of reference at
Harvard University's Lamont Library.
In 1990, she compiled a reference
book, First Edition of Journalism : A
Guide to the Reference Literature.
Her reference books can be found in
any public library or academic inst itution.
Many of her library staff members
share Cates' enthusiasm in making
Columbia's library a better research
and study tool for students.
"The li brary will be even more userfriendly than it is now," said Felicia
Holt, circulation-audio visual assistant.
"I think we ' re going to see many new
changes immediately."
Students like LaShan Knox say they
come to the library because they like
the atmosphere, the staff is friendly and
it's quiet enough to study. But Knox
thinks the library could improve.
"There are a lot of resources I could
use, but organization-wise I don't like
it," Knox said. " I have an easier time
finding what I need myself."
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MEDITERRANEAN CAFE

OPEN :

312-939-5633
226 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
10% Discount with A valid college ID

MONDAY - SATURDAY NOON - 7PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, ll60605

312-939-5685

New SIU chancellor: No Halloween class breaks
AP Wire Service
CARBONDALE, 111.-For the past five years,
Southern Illinois University has shut down for the week
around Halloween in an effort to quell hooliganism at
campus-area bars and in the streets.
It hasn't worked.
Walter Wendler, who took over as chancellor in July,
said that this year's break, from Oct. 29 to Nov. 2, will
be the last.
" It's a matter of a few hundred idiots bent on violence
impacting the schedule and calendar of everyone here at
the university," Wendler said Monday. "I can't allow
that. We have to find other ways."

Last fall, more than 160 people, about half of them
SIU students, were arrested during three nights of violence, rock-throwing and window-smashing.
City leaders decided to close downtown bars the
weekends before and on Halloween. In March, thenchancellor John Jackson pushed
through another weeklong break, hoping students would
leave town and reduce the unruly crowds in the bars.
Wendler said he sees no reason to interrupt university
operations at the end of October, especially when a
weeklong break is traditional among most universities
during Thanksgiving week.
"I've talked about this with many people in recent
weeks, and while I agree with what former Chancellor
Jackson did in authorizing the week off, I find that I

Diverse campus showing strains
of racial tension after attacks
"My parents said to keep inside, don' t go
out unless you need to," said Ahmed, a sophomore from Naperville. "We felt like we were
hiding from someone out there who was trying to harm us."
CHAMPAIGN, 111.- In the weeks following
But after a day, they emerged fee ling supthe terrorist attacks, a campus with one of the ported and safe.
nation's most internationally diverse student
" In the beginning, people might have been
bodies has been a scene of both moving har- angry, but now they're more unde(standing,"
mony and shocking discord.
said Khan, a senior from Bensenville, as she
At the University of Illinois at Urbana- stood on the campus quadrangle recently,
Champaign-which boasts the I Oth largest proudly wearing a traditional Muslim head
international student body in the country- scarf and a navy blue Illinois sweatshirt.
there have been scores of tearful student ralBut as at most U.S. college campuses,
li~s and memorial services and an outpouring
there's still great concern here for how a
6f support for victims of the attacks. One stu- diverse group of students will react to each
dent held an impromptu a cappella concert other as the war on terrorism evolves.
that drew thousands and raised more than
Nationally, hundreds of international students from the Middle East have withdrawn
$5 600 for Red Cross relief efforts.
.... Bunhere has ·also been an ugly side fur the from their campuses and returned home.
hundreds of Muslim students on campus.
Many universities have reported incidents of
One Muslim graduate student received a attacks against Muslim students. At DePaul
death threat in campus mail. Two other University in Chicago, a small Muslim stuMuslim students reported that campus custo- dent group temporarily disbanded after
dial service workers had accused them of receiving a string of threatening e-mai ls,
being terrorists. Some Mus lim students heard apparently sent by groups outside the campus.
racial slurs.
At the U. of 1., many Muslim students say
And in the most serious reported case yet, they anticipate problems continuing.
Ali Ammoura, a j unior who is an officer in
one student started a fight in a campus bar
when he allegedly called an Indian student a the Muslim Student Association, is frustrated
terrorist and threw a punch at him. That inci- by people who blame all Muslims for the
dent led to a brawl involving about 20 stu- actions of extremist groups. He worries that
dents in the bar, and Champaign police had to the threats and incidents reflect widespread
racism toward Muslim Americans.
use pepper spray to break up the fight.
"This has shown me that people aren' t very
Like their counterparts at scores of universities across the country, U. of I. leaders have educated at all," he said. " People have to realbeen forced into a frustrating position follow- ize that we're all immigrants here. It's quite
ing the Sept. II attacks: working to restore ironic that people tell us to go back home
peace on a diverse campus in the aftermath of when this is our home.
a national tragedy. But that job has been even
Paras Mehta, president of the Indian
more pressing here because of the campus' Students Association, said an escort service
large Muslim student population and the new was set up for students concerned for their
university chancellor's key goal of promoting safety.
cultural and rac ial diversity.
Campus administrators have distributed
Although discouraged by the troubles, uni- fliers and e-mails encouraging students to
versity officials have responded quickly to the report any threats or incidents and promised
problems and hope to make promoting diver- to follow up on each of them .
sity an even more prevalent theme this year in
In the most serious campus incident so far,
the bar fight, three students were initially
light of the national tragedy.
Along with the teach-ins and forums, sensi- charged by Champaign police. But the
tivity training has been held for custodial staff Champaign County state's attorney's office
members. New Chancellor Nancy Cantor has referred them to a first-t ime offender adulttaken the lead on the issue, speaking at sever- diversion program that requires community
al forums and calling for racial tolerance and service and restitution, police spokeswoman
Joan Walls said.
understanding.
Still, the school's discipline committee is
"While we have all witnessed many acts of
courage and togetherness these past two pursuing the incident, and the students could
weeks, a number of incidents of intolerance face suspension or expulsion after that investhat have taken place across this nation-and tigation, said U. of I. spokesman Bill Murphy.
Although student leaders were disturbed by
sadly, even here-prompt this message,"
Cantor wrote in a campuswide Internet site the threats against Mus lims, many said the
posting. "We must not allow our grief and terrorist attacks also have helped unite the
outrage at the crimes in New York and . campus. Recently, student leaders met in the
Washington turn to hate. We must not let our local mosque to discuss how to bring the unisense of violation turn us against those who versity's diverse population closer together.
"This campus, like everywhere else, has had
may appear to be outsiders."
The outpouring of s upport helped to qu_ell incidents of ignorance," student trustee
the fears of many Muslim students, among Eam'on Kelly said" after the meeting. "But the
!hem Arshia Ahmed and roommate Sadya amount that people's minds have been opened
Khan, who stayed secluded in their apartment has been tremendous."
for a full day after the attack.

By Meg McShem Breslin
Chicago Tribune

wouldn 't authorize something like that again," Wendler
said.
Carbondale Mayor Neil Dillard said he supports whatever the school decides.
"I' ve known, and have heard from many people at the
university, that closing around Halloween does put
pressure on students, faculty, graduate students, everyone to have that kind of stoppage iri the fall," the mayor
said.
Dillard said a policy that bans people from gathering
outside after taverns close has worked well since last
fall.
Wendler said he will ask community leaders, school
officials, police and others for suggestions to quell the
Halloween disorders.

Berkeley student
gov't. to censor
Daily Californian
He said he was hurt by the
cartoon, but opposed the bill
because it infringes on freedom
of speech.
" As much as I hate racist car(U-WIRE) BERKELEY,
Calif. - The AS UC Senate will toons, I hate censorship a whole
cons ider a bill Wednesday night hell of a lot more," Upadhye
that would condemn The Daily said. " As a government, this is
Californian for printing a polit- not a good road to walk on."
ASUC Senator Richard
ical cartoon and ask that its staff
Schulman predicted that the bill
take sensitivity training.
Meanwhile, other senators condemning the newspaper
introduced a new bill defending would pass.
" Judging on the irresponsibilfree speech for campus publications, written originally in ities of .the ASUC senate, (the
bill)
will pass. And once again,
opposition to the condemnation
the ASUC will be an embarrasspropoJlll..
The senate's University and ment to the school," Schulman
External Affairs Committee late said.
The Daily Cal printed a politMonday night dropped a contr.oversial portion of the con- ical cartoon Sept. 18 drawn by
demnation bill, killing a recom- syndicated cartoonist Darrin
mendation to raise the rent of Bell depicting two men dressed
in robes with long beards and
the. independent student
newspaper because of the con- turbans in a large hand amid
troversial cartoon. The Daily flames. A flight manual sits
Cal leases its offices on the next to one of the men.
Bell said the cartoon repres ixth floor of Eshleman Hall
sented terrorist hijackers in
from ASUC.
Some senators said the hell, while protesters and stuauthors cut that part of the bill dent leaders said the cartoon
under criticism from student was a rac ist attack on a ll
Muslims. They also sa id it was
groups and senate opponents.
The amended bill, SB 67 A, printed at an insensitive time
proposes that all elected ASUC when Muslims on campus were
officials sign a letter calling for on edge, reporting accounts of
a printed apology on the front verbal harassment.
"This cartoon affected stupage of the Dai ly Cal "for using
poor judgment during volatile dents, and I don't see any reason why we shouldn' t act on
times and possibly
endangering students on this this," said ASUC Senator Sajid
Khan, who co-authored the bill
campus."
The proposal also asks the along w ith senators Tony
Daily Cal's editors to require Falcone and Evan Holland.
Falcone said the cartoon
mandatory sensitivity training
infringed on campus safety, and
for its staff.
In the meantime, ASUC it is the senate's responsibility
Senator Anand Upadhye intro- to protect students. He added
duced a new bill supporting free that the issue is not about free
speech for campus pub Iications. speech but about responsibility.
Daily Cal Editor in Chief
It would bar ASUC from making funding and lease decisions Janny Hu said it is unfortunate
based on the views or publica- that the cartoon controversy
tions of a student group. The has escalated to the point it has.
"On a campus that values free
bill will be considered in comspeech, it makes no sense to
mittee next week.
punish
an independent student
Upadhye applauded the measure to drop the rent hike threat, organization for uphold ing
saying the bill's authors knew that," Hu said.
Hu said the bill will not
they were "walking down a
dark path if they were to go ing change the editors' decision to
to financially punish The Daily not apologize.
Californian."

By Wendy Lee
Daily californian
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• Live DJ
• Costume Contest with Cash Prizes

• Make-up artists will be at the dance
to help with your costume

$300 1st Place

• Great Food

$200 2nd Place

• Student Organization Expo

$1 00 3rd Place
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All Star Nails
70 E Oak,
2nd Floor

Flashy Trash
3524 tl Halsted

BigWig
1551 W DIVISion

futurgarb
1359 N Milwaukee

C'est La V
Hair of Europe
2459 11 Cla1k

Goldcoast
Multiplex
1030 t1 Clark

The Colour Room
3526 tl lincoln

Goldcoast
Pro Tanning Salon
1211 tl LaSalle

E-Octopussy
10 E Walloo

The Hair Loft
14 E Pearson

lAsT DAy To ...

Noir
1726 w DIVISion

Off Oak Salon
2065 N Ciyboum
Rag stock
8 t 2 W Belmont,
2nd floor
Ragstock
226 S Wabash,
2nd floor
Shop 913
913 W Belmont

South Pacific
Solarium & Spa
64 E. wanon
Spa Space
161 N Canal
Teddie Kosso!
Salon, Spa
& Wellness Center
28 1 Waukegan.
Northfield
UIC Books1ore
750 S Halsted
UntiUed
2705 N Clark
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Community Service Day
Wednesday.October.17.2001
RECEIVED
OCT 1 G2001
COLUMBIA
COLLEGE LIDRARY

All STUDENTS ARE WElCOME!
Learn about the volunteer opportunities in the Chicagoland
Sponsored by

Career Ceater Fer Arts I ledia
The Office af laltic1lhral Affairs
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COMMENTARY

Vonnegut teaches us to see the obvious
By William Gorski
Commentary Editor
Kurt Vonnegut, American novelist, spoke
Wednesday Oct. I0, to a riveted crowd. Obvious ly,
from the multitude of generations present Wednesday,
Vonnegut's literary works still carry timely relevance.
Even the younger fans, removed by time from the
events Vonnegut experienced, still find universal
meaning in his honestly simple explanations of
mankind.
Vonnegut is a master at translating the elements of
society, war, life, death, beauty, hate, and ev~l from
their unexamined lackluster form mto a poetic meaning that causes reader's jaws to d~op in ~u~bfounde~
awe. Simply put, Vonnegut says 11 how 11 IS to a SOCIety that has trouble being honest with itsel f.
Reading Vonnegut forces one to take a step back and
acknowledge the real motives that escalate human hostilities. He goes deep into the subconscious of an
event- well beyond the boundaries of comfortable
rationalization -with raw commentary.
Wednesday Vonnegut voiced his feelings about the
repeated senselessness of war. He spoke about U.S:
retaliation in Afghanistan. Vonnegut spoke about h1s
work, life and times. He spoke about death and his
encounters throughout the world. Vonnegut has never
run from the facts-- he faces the inevitable with open
.
eyes.
Paying tribute to an author who greatly contnbuted
to the evolving face of the American novel, I have
compiled a short list of Vonnegutisms. The term .
Vonnegutism, which is a term I have created and IS not
at all official, refers to the author's signature literary
devices, which are recognized for the ability to take
the ordinary and reveal its truthful side. For example,
in his novel, Breakf ast of Champions, Vonnegut integrates his doodles of flags, guns, bombs, cars, and
many other common objects of modem society, into
the body of the story. This adds humor, but at the
same time makes it blatantly obvious that the people
of American society mask the realities of life.

Vonnegut has never
run from the facts-he
faces the inevitable
with open eyes.
. '> l
My list of Vonnegutisms is no_t accom·panied with
comical doodles but the categones chosen were p1cked
because they have one universal name, but if they had
names that were more fitting we might view them d ifferently. The list, which was inspired by Vonneg~ts
writing, was only designed as a creat1ve perspee,t1 ve •
and should not offend with its alte,Fnatiye-jde~s,. God
•
Bless America.
Guns- Vonnegut drew a picture of a gun in Breakfa st
of Champions and referred to it as, "a tool whose only
purpose was to make holes in human beings." It
seems that a gun could also be recognized as an "idea
enforcer." For example, when people who want others
to believe the ideas they believe, a gun can be used to
fire bullets of change into masses that are at odds ..
The lsrali-Palastine conflict has not been fought with
guns, but "idea enforcers."
Flags-Vonnegut also mentions flags in Breakfast of
Champions, and hints at the tendency to ~eat them
like divine symbols. For this list, a flag IS termed _a
blindfold. When the events of Sept. II unfolded, 11
was the uniformed American 's patriotic duty to put on
a "blindfold." Instead of wondering why such deep
sediments of hatred existed toward the American people, there was a widespread ~o~ement to fi~e up emotions and get drunk With patnot1sm. There IS an ad on
televis ion for the
American Freedom
Collection that can set
you up with your
complete bl ind
American patri otism
kit, and have you display ing those stars
and stri pes with tacky
flags, window decals
and ridiculous sloPresidents- Make
no mistake, you can

call President Bush the president, but the leader of any
people should be termed the "king." Kings divide and
conquer as well as serve as a representative of the
image of the people they rule, as th ey plunder thr~ugh
the civilizations of the world. Too many greedy oil
prospectors, trigger-happy fa natics, and ill-conceived
foreign and domestic policies, are to bl a":l~ for
America's reputation as a state of hypocnt1cal hegemon. The agendas of the king have never been up to
the people. Beware of the inquisition.
America strikes back- This is a term used by television news to refer to the current AmericanAfghanistan conflict. That t itle ri ngs somewhat similar to the classic American science fict ion movie, The
Empire Strikes Back. Flex that muscle.
Television news- 1 rea lly wonder what we trust about
news on te levision. Television is an entertainment
device. As a ru le, news should be presented as plain
facts unchanged by worried people who think they
know what people want to hear as opposed to what
they heed 'to hear. In this c~se, television news, which
is designed to play on emot1on aRd therefore a1ms to
extract a specific emotion from its viewer, should be
totally disqualified from the category of legitimate
news. Instead, televis ion news should be called the
"remote control for society's attitudes." Have you
noticed how news coverage these days seems like
something right out of the movies? Did it feel unreal,
almost like a movie when you saw the World Trade
Centers collapse? These are the residual effects of the
blending of entertainment and news.
Religion-Every day people die in the name of religion, something they can' t ph_ys_ically s~e or p~ove, but
which they are nonetheless w1lhng to k1ll or d1e for. If
faith were upheld as God intended, to be interpreted in
peaceful contexts, then rel~g~on woul~ not be on thi_s
list. But because since rehg1ous war 1s a term, obviously faith in the hands of people can be just as ugly_
as it can be beautiful. Religions of the world that utilize violence ih the name of their god should be
termed "deadly mumbo-jumbo."
C hildren-Children are probably the most honest
fo rms of human interpretation on the planet. Children
should be termed " lie detectors." Those of the age
eighteen or older usually discred it young ideas to the
stake of adult ideologies. Adult ideologies are commonly tainted with bias and prej udice. There seems to
be a tendency for people in modem societies to age
without ripe wisdom, but with corruption of innocence
and beliefs. Usually they age with festering tumors of
hate that pump black fee lings and se lfish motives into
their confused bodies. Tum ors fed by carcinogenic
ideas that are as add icting, but oddly as accepted, as
nicotine and red meat.
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any article in the paper.
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Commentary

Patriotism: more than Just flying the flag
By Bill Tammeus
Knight Ridder Newspapers
One of the more serious, but so far little
discussed, questions raised by the Sept. II
terrorist attacks is about the nature o f
pa.triotis~. What does it mean to be patriOtic? Is It nymg the American nag? Or
singing ·:God Bless America" at every
tum? Vo1cmg support for our national war
on terrorism?
If, in fact, patriotism does not go beyond
those responses, it isn't worth much. I certainly am not suggesting nags and songs
are wro~g or silly. Not at a ll . But they're
the frost mg on the cake. Real patrioti sm
runs deeper. It 's multi-layered and not
mere ly a short list festooned with reds
whites and blues and set to a rousing '
Sousa marc h.
If patriotism is just ~aving the nag, then
Samuel Johnson was nght that "patriotism
is the last refuge of a scoundrel." And,
worse, Guy de Maupassant was right that
"patriotism is the egg from which wars are
hatched."
What we must understand in th is nervous time, t~is wounded time when everyone 1s rallymg around the n ag, is that
patriotism, properly understood, is a necessary virtue. But patriotism distorted as it
was in the Vietnam War era saying
"America, love it or leave it," is no virtue
at all. My own short list of what makes
up patriotism certainly isn't exhaustive,
but I don't see how it's possible to claim
to be a patriot without these characteristics. A patriot:

A patriot is well informed, and not just
about current events but also about history.
One. does not become well informed by
relymg on one source of information. If
you get your news solely from television
there 's no possible way to be well versed'.
And your sources of information should
represent different points of view. If your
newspaper's editorial page tends to be
conservative, also read a publication that
tends to be liberal in its editorial positions.
I don't think it's unpatriotic not to be
able to name all the presidents in perfect
order. But, patriotism does require knowledge of the broad sweep of both national
and world history. If you don't know
approximately when the Civi l War was
fought and, more to the point- why, it 's
hard to imag ine how you can process
today's events and draw lucid conclusions
about public policy.
A patriot registers and votes. The level
of voter registration and participation in
elections in America is a shameful scandal.
Patriots vote. Voting is the very lowest
threshold of citizenship. Other patriots
died so we a ll could go to the polls. Each
time we skip that civic duty for anything
but emergencies, we dishonor their sacrifice. And patriots vote not just in presidential elections but in local and state contests
including primaries.
Patriots also understand the issues and
grasp where the candidates stand on them.
They follow the debates, are up on the
arguments, fee l at least reasonably confident expressing an opinion because they
have considered it carefully.

A patriot praises and criticizes the government. I'm always stunned at how critical some people are of whatever the government does until a national crisis arrives.
Then some of them brook no criticism at
all, imagining it to be unpatriotic. But the
truth is that we don 't defend our principles
by abandoning them in crises. We don't
honor freedom of speech by forbidding it.
In good times and bad. we need to follow
what our representatives are doing in our
name and, if it's done well, praise them,
but if not, call them to account. It is not
treason to disagree with the president. It is,
however, unpatriotic to silence dissident
voices.
Patriots are active in their communities.
Patriots know who their neighbors are and
care about their welfare. They vo lunteer
for good causes. They donate money,
property and time to help people in need.
They also support education- especially
the public schools- understanding that an
educated citizenry is crucial to our republic,s success.
Patriots understand that people in other
countries a lso can be patriotic without
being a threat to our own nation. People in
Taiwan, France, Colombia, Ghana and
India may see the world differently than
most Americans do. Patriots make room
for such views without demonizing the
people who ho ld them .
Patriotism requires more than waving
Old Glory.
If we don't understand that, we don' t
have much to defend.
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24) Credi.t cards are
best used to
A.

buy books on-ti.ne

B.

bui.td your credi.t hi.story

C.

get stuff out of your teeth

For answers to questions like these and others about how credit cards really work, visit
www.credit-ed.citibank.com. Be smaT"t. Get the facts you need to use your card wisely.
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Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket
(Admit Two) to a Special Advance Showing of "13 Ghosts" at the
Pipers Alley Theatre on Thursday, October 25.
Tickets are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person.
This film Is rated "' R "' for horror v iolence/gore, nudity a nd s ome l a nguage. No one under 17 will be admitted
to tho theatre to se e this film unless accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.
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David Lynch's "Mulholland
Dr." hit theaters last Friday
with a bang.
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Visit some of the
extraordinary museums
of Chicago to see new
and interesting art.
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By William Gorski
Commentary Editor
An hour before Kurt Vonnegut was to
speak to an audience in Chicago at the
Harold Washington Library Wednesday,
Oct. I 0, the auditorium was packed to its
seating capacity. People had to be turned
away half an hour be fore the author spoke
because the elevators could hardly be exit·
ed into the lobby.
Kurt Vonnegut is the author of 14 novels,
including such famous works as Cat 's
Cradle, Slaugterhouse-Five and Breakfast
of Champions. He received his masters
degree from the University of Chicago and
served as a battalion scout with the I 06th
infantry division during World War ll.
Vonnegut has held occupations as varied as
public relations writer for the General
Electric Company Research Laboratory
and a top position at the University of
Iowa's Writer's Workshop. He has also
published dozens of short stories in addition to his novels. Journalist Mara Tapp,
moderator for the discussion, beckoned the
79-year-old Vonnegut to the stage with a
broad smile and flushed rosy red cheeks.
Vonnegut is a creative thinker and writer
who has affected the world with his fiction,
based on real life events. His method of
underlying non fiction issues of the real
world in a flowi ng fict ion novel is
attraction
to
readers.
Vonnegut's
Slaughterhouse-Five was created after his
experience as a POW duri ng the Battle of
the Bulge in World War ll and is a good
example of this technique .
Vonnegut's comments mesmerized the
attentive faces for an hour, as he dodged,
poked fun and answered Tapp's questions.

The Dallas Morning News
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Pete Yom and others jam
at Q1 01's Rockiest.
Page 26

As a writer who has focused on the grim
and ugly aspects of war, Vonnegut almost
immediately voiced his discontent for the
conflict in Afghanistan and the senselessness of the waging of war on a poor nation
by a world power.
He spoke about his childhood, the wars he
lived through, his fami ly, and he brought
humor to it alL Vonnegut coaxed the crowd
into a relaxed and easy state, talking about
his identity as a Midwesterner- He was
born and raised in Indianapolis, and worked
most of his life in Chicago and Iowa. His
statements embodied the midwestern spirit .
"Midwesterners are a continental, not
coastal people," Vonnegut said. "They are
also fresh water people who have never
seen an ocean. Every time I swim in the
ocean now it feels like chicken noodle

Emmys tantelted, no new date set
By Manuel Mendoza

West Coast band
Ozomatli blends Latin and
hip·hop at House of
Blues.
Page 25

Kurt Vonnegut appeared at the Harold
Washington Library last Wednesday.

soup." Such humor is one of the signature
marks that define Vonnegut 's novels .
He also spoke of the loss of eloquence in
American writing after the age of photography and television. "You used to be able to
send pictures with words alone," Vonnegut
said.
Young faces in the crowd perked up when
Vonnegut gave advice on learning how to
become an effective and creative writer.
" In a story, the reader is perfectly able of
believing your character is real, that she
woke up in the morning and brushed her
teeth," Vonnegut said. He also said that
avoiding withholding information and getting to the point as soon as possible are
good rules to write by.
Vonnegut gave his theory for bringing
about radical social change in any society.
He said that first you have a genuine genius
and then you need two respected people in
the community who agree with him and
respect his ideas. Lastly, you need one
explainer.
An interesting moment was when
Vonnegut gave the crowd an assignment, as
if they were a class and he the teacher. He
told them to write a six-line poem in rhyme
form, not to tell anyone, perfect it for a
week, and then tear it up and throw the
pieces away in separate trash receptacles.
"This is the reward of writing- personal
satisfaction," Vonnegut said.
As the session between Vonnegut and
Tapp came to a close in front of the captive
audience, Vonnegut said that one of the
major flaws in human beings is that they do
not notice when they are happy. Tapp concluded there on a good note.
Without any hesitation,Vonnegut stood up
turned and walked off the stage within a
matter of seconds. The crowd jumped to its
feet in a blaze of applause as the humble
fi gure sank into the shadows.

LOS ANGELES-Already
delayed and toned down, the
prime-time Emmys again
bowed to world events
Sunday, pqstponing the tele'c ast after the bombings
against Afghanistan began.
No new date for the awards
show was set, and the possibility of an outright cancellation remained, Emmy officials
said at a news conference.
"It seemed trivial," said
CBS president and CEO
Leslie Moonves, whose network was to have aired the
ceremony. "It would be the
wrong thing to do."
"America is visibly at war
today, and we had to take that
into consideration," said
Bryce Zabel, chairman of the
Academy ofTelevision Arts &
Sciences.
Moonves said he did not
know when a rescheduling
decision would be made. He
was taking it "one day at a
time" like the rest ofthe country, he said.
Zabel said that if the awards
were canceled, millions of
dollars in revenue could be
lost. "We are all exposed," he

Later, the awards were
said.
The decision to postpone rescheduled for Sunday, but
was made after hundreds of they were to contain less then
phone calls from TV produc- the usual pomp. Attendees
were asked to wear business
ers and executives
attire instead of tuxedos and
at CBS and
Walter Cronkite was
other netto open the tele·
works
with words
Moo
Sept. 11,
said.
host Ellen
o p pos
g o i n g
ahead with the
telecast.
"To call this a
situation is the
statement of the
he said " We're
to our ' stomach."
Emmy producer Don
he added, TV is
M ischer said Cronkite and
potatoes compared
DeGeneres were both disapwhat's going on in
by the postponement
world."
understood. Instead,
Moonves said the televiappeared on a
sion community had been
special two-hour "60
divided even before the mis·
Minutes" Sunday
sile attacks on Afghanistan
to talk about
began Sunday morning. He '1~~~.._~i
planned role at
said about a third of the industheEmmys.
try had wanted the normal
The big contest was to
Emmy telecast, with gowns
be between HBO's "The
and celebration, and another
third wanted the awards can- Sopranos" and NBC's "The
West Wing," which had 40
celed altogether.
After the Sept. I I terrorist nominations between them.
Moonves said he and Emmy
attacks, CBS and the television academy decided to post- officials initially discussed
pone the Emmys, which had several possibi lities, including
been originally scheduled for going ahead with the awards
but not televising them or teleSept. 16.

vising them on cable instead
of on CBS so that news
reports about the war against
terrorism could go on.
Zabel said security was not
a factor in Sunday's post ponement. In fact, he said, the FBI
and Emmy security personnel
believed "better today than
tomorrow."
The academy had already
geared up for security on the
level of a presidential visit, he
said.
E!Entertainment Television,
the cable channel that normally starts the day 's festivities
with a "red-carpet" pre-show,
struggled to fi ll time after the
postponement.
The hosts speculated about
the future ofthe awards and of
television in light of the war
against terrorism as workers
wheeled away decorations
from Los Angeles' Shr ine
Auditorium.
Rehearsals for the telecast
were under way Sunday
morn ing when CBS and the
academy heard about the
bombings, but none of the
actor-presenters had yet
arrived, Mischer said. He then
began preparing for several
contingencies. ranging from
cance llation to a telecast that
would have included news
updates.
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Lynch explores murky fantas1es m'Mulholland Dr.
By Michael Hlrtzer
Assistant A&E Editor
"Mulholland Drive" is another beautifully confusing
fi lm by David Lynch. His plot twists and turns and surrealistic fantasies make for a confounding love story, laden
with dark humor and thick atmospheres.
The first scene shows a stretch limousine driving down
a dark street in the Hollywood hills. An exotic brunette
beauty- sits in the back. The car slows to a stop as two
shadowy figures in the front seat threaten her. One points
a gun as the other steps out to open the door to force her
out of the car.
Thus begins an obscure story that de lves into places
such as aging garden apartments and slow-motion movie
sets. You're brought into the world of the brunette, hiding under the kitchen table in the apartment of a
Hollywood scenester, soon to be off to Canada to produce
a film. After she leaves, the amnesiatic brunette tries to
regain her thoughts.

Photo courtesy of upcoming movies.com
Lynch loads his films with underlying themes of lesbian
love.

Enter Naom i Watts as Betty Elms, a fresh-faced Ontario
girl hoping to find movie stardom in the "City ofAnge ls."
As caretaker of her Hollywood producer aunt's apartment,
she-after saying goodbye to some good-hearted senior
citizens she met on the airplane-finds the brunette in the
shower.
Slowly, a relationship starts. With Laura Elena Harring
as the woman who found thousands of dollars in her purse
but forgot her name and Elms as the girl next door eager
to do some investigating. It heats up as Elms sympathizes
with Rita, the brunette's temporary name, and sees her
mystery as her own.
Lynch directs these women so they come off as extremely sexy. Their graceful gestures and clear, attentive eyes
are magnified with close camera work. As they set off to
discover where Rita came from, their gradual romance
sets in.
CMeanwhi le, we' re taken to a local dive where a psychiatrist and his patient discuss his nightmare and then to
a board meeting with a director and his agent, conferencing about a prospective new leading lady. That lady better get the part or the movie will get shut down, says a
wheelchair-using millionaire, who watches the meeting
behind a two-way mirror.
And it goes deeper, way deeper.
The noirish underworld of detectives making openended remarks, sweaty longhaired guys getting shot for
black books, along with sultry sophisticates knocking on
dark apartment doors certainly sets the scene. The soundtrack, which includes jazz, spooky ambiance and a wellorchestrated fi lm score, only adds to each moment,
whether the mood needs to be frightening, sexy, mysterious or fancy.
But Lynch takes us too far into his dimly lit subconscious. The 146-minute film doesn't grant enough time
for each dreamy subplot to pan out, leaving some stones
uncovered. In fact, the film never quite makes it to 6980
Mulholland Drive.
It's easy to forget that, though, because each scene is so
dense. There' s a meeting with a cordial cowboy at dark

'Rita' ponders about her lost life before creating another.
L.A. corral and a visit to a mysterious bilingual theater,
where live acting and music is worked over a recorded
score.
And then; Lynch flips the script. He goes into a porthole where characters switch places and time becomes
warped. Whereas the blonde was once a self-assured,
aspiring actor, she now is a j ealous, depressive hermit
desperate to win her love back.
The mood changes abruptly from eerie to darkly humorous throughout the entire film. There 's a hotshot movie
director, clad in black, who gets blotches of pink paint all
over him, and there's a movie exec who spits his espresso
onto a napkin, even after the secretary assures him that
"it's the finest in the world."
The film is like waking from an afternoon nap, thinking
you've slept through the night, only to find everyone you
know sitting around a dinner table in a classy reverie.
Lynch makes films mostly to entertain his own weird
fantasies. Some wi II think he's finally fallen off the deep
end, while others will be lost in the surreality of his masterful cinematography.

'Serendipity' tests fate

'Bandits' robs in more ways than one

By Tracey Fuller
Staff writer

ByKela Ellis
Staff writer

Believe in fate? Well, if not,
' Serendipity' will make you a
believer.
"Serendipity" is a quirky
romantic comedy about two people who meet one night Christmas
shopping for their significant others. They find themselves having
the most romantic night of their
lives. Jonathan Trager (John
Cusack) and Sara Thomas (Kate
Beckinsale) believe fate has
brought them together.
They decide to test their fate to
see if they are meant to be together. Sara writes her name in a
book, which she will sell to a used
bookstore the next day, and
Jonathan writes his name and
number on a $5 bill, which Sara
uses to buy gum.
She tells him that if they are
meant to be, those two significant
items will come back to them.
The ir night ends unexpectedly
when they race in separate e levators set fo r the same noor, only to
leave Jonathan stalled by a little
boy in a devi l co'ltume.
They keep eac h other in the back
o f their minds until a few years
have passed, and Jonathan is j ust
three days shy of getti ng married
in New York Cit,YMeanwhile, m San flrancisco,
Sa ra becom e~ engaged. Suddenly,
the snowy New York night that
brought them together ha unts Sara
and Jonatha n, IU.> they decide to

search for each other, and question
the love they have for their significant others.
Jeremy Piven plays Jonathan
Trager's comical best friend, an
obituary writer for The New York
1imes, and helps Jonathan track
down the infamous Sara. The
only thing tying Jonathan to Sara
is a black cashmere glove with a
receipt from Bloomingdale 's,
which has her credit card number
on it.
Molly Shannon of "Saturday
Night Live" fame plays Sara's
eccentric gal pal, who is coincidentally linked to Jonathan 's
bride-to-be, played by Bridget
Moynahan ' Coyote Ugly' .Even
though Sara's best friend begs and
pleads her to forget about
Jonathan and to stay with her
fiance, played by John Corbet
"Sex and the City," Sara decides
to go to New York City to find
Jonathan.
The movie displays a chase for
fate, and John Cusack and Kate
Beck in sale fit the roles of
Jonathan and Sara perfectly. I
won 't spoi l the endi ng, but lets
just say this movie was worth the
wait. It a great date movie, and
the guys will like it too.
"Serendipity" wi ll definitely
keep you in s uspense, and won' t
put you to sleep like some other
romance movies. It is a romantic
cl a.~sic, which will give inspiration to all the hopeless romantics
out there.

1

Who would have thought that two prominent
Hollywood actors would live out the lives of the
characters they portray in their movies?
Bruce Willis and Billy Bob Thornton are two
thieves in the new movie "Pandits" and they rob
their audience of two hours time. In this unhumorous comedy, Joe Blake (Will is) and Terry
Collins (Thornton) are two fugitive bank robbers
who effortlessly hold their victims hostage in
their homes.
Without any weapons, the "Sleepover Bandits"
ring the bell of a bank employee's house and
kindly say, "hi, we're here to rob your bank."
Instead of threatening or restraining their victims,
they're polite to them, and have dinner with them
and their families.
The mov ie doesn't reveal how the victims or
Blake and Collins survive through the night while
they wait until the morning to go to the bank. It
just shows the robbers and the hostage in the bank
before it opens, taking the exact amount of
$100,000.
There is no explanation for why Blake and
Collins ask for a certain amount from their victims, why they chose to become bank robbers, or
how they developed a relationship together.
Instead of setting up a plot with a beginning, middle and end, the movie wastes time trying to make
Blake and Co ll ins into funny characters.
Blake, a tough guy who never hus time to sleep
with any of his worman victims, is supposed to
be the bruins of the bunk robbing operation.
Whi le Collins, 11 frai l guy wi th severa l phobias
like " vaginitis," makes mistakes thut could get
them cnught.
Kutic, pluyed by Cute Blunchell, hits Collins
wit h her cur durin~ un uttcmptcd suicide brout~ht
on by her husbund s luck of Interest.

Running from the cops, Collins gets in the car
with Katie and she threatens him to take her. After
convincing Blake to let her stay in their secret
hideout, Collins and Blake both become attracted
to her. She falls for Blake because of his toughness, but later falls for Collins for his vulnerability. Not choosing between either one of them,
Katie and the two men are happy together in their
hideaway.
Now considered to be missing and kidnapped by
the world's most successful bank robbers, Katie's
husband makes a plea on national television for
her to come home.
Blake and Collins decide to make a final bank
robbery. After telling Katie they are going to
commit an armed bank robbery, she tells them
that she can't let them use weapons.
The movie's ending is predictable, leaving you
angry that you sat there for an exhausting two
hours.
If you want to be robbed of your valuable time,
go see "Bandits."
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Jaz Gallery 1a tile Lobby
Whee« 1014 S. Micbigen Ave.- The Concert Hall
When: Monday, Oct. IS, 2001 at 12:30 p.m.

Interpreter of Maladies

•

By: Jhumpa Lahiri

Leeture: Neraled Muaic &: Mum Theory
baAodeat Afril:a
Where: 1014 S. Michigan Ave.- The Concert Hall
When: Monday, Oct. 15,2001 at 7:30p.m.

1999 Houghten Millin·
Publ isher

198 pages

Tuesday Nigbt Concert Serio
Where: I 014 S. Mlchigan Ave.- The Concert Hall
When: Tuesday, Oct. 16,2001 at 7 p.m.

Scott HaU in Concert
Where: 1014 S. MlchiganAve.- The Concert Hall
When: Wednesday, Oct. 17,2001

Paperback $12.00

The book's opening sto~ ... A Tempera~
Matter... begins like this ..The notice infonncd
them that it was a tempo~ matter: for five
days their electricity would be cut otr for one
hour. beginning at 8 p.m. A line had gone do\\n
in the last snowstonn, and the rcpainncn were
going to take advantage of the mi lder evenings
to set it right. The "ork "ould afTcct only the
houses on the quiet tree-lined street. within
\\ alking distance of a ro\\ of bricl- -faccd stores
and a trollc) stop. where Shoba and Shukamar
had Ji,ed for three \Cars. \\'hat"" come· to find
out. is that the ~ oung couple ha\ e re~entl) lost
a bab~ and that the ' t emporar~ m.1ttcr h.1~ more
to do "ith their Ji, C> together than mere eke·
trtCil\ ,.

•

Jay Wrigbt Poetry Reading
Where: 1014 S. Michigan Ave.- The Concert Hall
When: Thursday, Oct. 18.2001

By Lasha Seniuk
Knight Ridder/Tribune News Service
Aries (March 21-April 20). An unusual flirtation may demand
attention. Expect rare social triangles or competing jealousies.
Romantic promises are unpredictable. Avoid emotional risk, if possible .
T•urus (April 21-May 20). Expect others to be distrustful of
poorly defined work projects or social gatherings. For many
Taureans this brief phase of confusion will initiate several months
of changed duties and fast social decisions.
Gemin i (May 2 1-June 2 1). Physical attraction will be difficult
to ignore. Watch for a powerful sens uality to arrive. Potential lovers
will notice your confidence and responsiveness to emotion.
Can cer (June 22-July 22). Romance and long·term friendshi ps
will adopt a comm itted or serious tone. For many Cancerians, a
three-month period of inner struggle or emotional decision is ending.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Listen carefully to the ideas and observations of loved ones. Close friends and lovers may reveal their
needs, intentions or h idden feelings. Some Leos may also encounter
an unusual power struggle in the workplace.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Old dreams or career plans are
accented. Expect forgotten ideas and postponed projects to be effectively put into action. Watch for changed educational deadlines and
new schedules. Key projects are due for revision .
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Confidence and social optimism are
due to increase. Watch for a new se lf-awareness to arrive. Many
Librans will leave behind past feelings o f inadequacy and resentment.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 -Nov. 21 ). Work routines may change. Expect
a steady increase in office duties or paperwork. For many Scorpios
this brief period of scattered demands will be followed by a sudden
rise in financial speculatio n.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21 ). New love affairs and shortterm romance will be mildly dramatic. At present, friends and lovers
may be sentimental and openly nostalgic. For some Saginarians this
minor phase of delicate emotions will initiate a fairly intensive
eight-week period of romantic change.
Capricorn ( Dec. 22-Jan. 20). I Iones!) and open discussions
are strong themes thi> \\ eck. Watch for frie nds or lo,ers to probe for
final ans\\ers or be open!~ sentimental. For man~ Capricorns this
will initiate a significant penod of romantic and social mo,ement
Aqua rius (Jan. 21-Fcb. 19). A colleague or \\Ork official rna~
be particular)~ channing or seducti\C Watch for an atmo>phere of
confidence and lighthearted di>cussions to arri'e in l,.e~ reldtionships.
Pisces (Feb :W-:'\·tarch 201. \\'atch for a close fnend or famil)
member to express concern over the recent behavior of a mutual
friend or relative. At present. aspects indicate that others may be
overly focused on emotional dynamics bet\\ een famil~ members.
If Your Birtbdav is This Week ... find positive
wavs to improve ·daily routines and long-term
career plans. Planetary aligrunents indicate that a
brief but intense period of revised habits and
rekindled ambitions are needed. For man) Librans, this
~wfound awareness of stvle. daily commitments and business creativity will initiate a three: to four-year cycle of fast workplace
changes and new social outlets.

By Hillary Isaacs
Correspondent
You pick up a new book and hope, as you open
its cover to the first page, that it will be wonderful and surprising, though quite often you're
just disappointed. Well, not anymore. Go get a
copy of Jhumpa Lahiri's debut collection of
short stories, Interpreter of Maladies, which
was awarded the 2000 Pulitzer Prize for fiction.
This slim but tightly packed volume of nine
stories tells of immigrants, expatriates, and first
generation Americans, all seeking love, that
most common yet elusive goal. Every one of
these short stories is compelling, not only in
terms of content but also in the way it was
told-with elegantly sparce and evocative
prose.
Lahiri unwraps her metaphors slowly and luxuriously, allowing the reader to fall into her own
understanding of what's at stake. These are
deeply sad and humane tales of the struggle for
permanence and hope, someth ing with which all
of us are very familiar as of late.

In: .. \\'hen ~tr PirLaJ,I Came to llmc:· a
) oung g1rl. ''hose parents arc from I ndiJ . struggles to find her place "ithin mautstrcam
American wlture, \\bile l,.ccping in touch \\ith
her Indian identit'. ..Interpreter of Maladies..
addresses the terrible secrets of a) oung mothe r
who rctums to India each year with her famil) .
This time she con fesses her troubles to a tour
guide, a man who also holds a joh as an interpreter of maladies in a doctors office- a man
with his own hopes and disappointments in
love.
Good fiction touches us because its stories arc
universal. These tales of human frailties are
common ones that serve as mirrors for the readers, who will see their own hopes and fears displayed and maybe even clarified just a little.
Interpreter of Maladies is a quiet and beautiful
book you will want your friends and loved ones
to read, and which you will return to again and
again.
Interpreter of Maladies by Jhumpa Lahiri;
Mariner Original: Houghton Mifflin Company
pub: 1999 198 pages paperback $12.00.
Interpreter of Maladies was the winner of the
2000 Pulitzer Prize. Book Review Editors

Hillary Isaacs and Todd Dills can be contacted
via e-mail: chroniclereviews@hotmail.com.
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Risky Kenneth Cole ad
becomes fashion faux pas
row inmates. Charles David, an upscale shoe company,
mixed politics with pum ps in spring 1999 when it championed resistance to Chinese rule over Tibet.
Kenneth Cole, in addition to taki ng on the Bus h administration, also made gun-contro l an issue this year. In fact,
j ust 24 hours before the attack on the World Trade Center,
as part of New York Fashion Week, the des igner showed
a video spoof of The Sopranos pleading for gun control at
his runway show. Water p istols were placed on a ll the
scats.
"The very season Kenneth uses the runway to showcase
a cause he is passionate about, says Wa llins. They are
vocal about soc ial awareness and chari ties."
But many think the anti -Bush advertisements went too
far, marking a new low in the separation of company from
product. To the best o f adverti s ing experts' knowledge, it
was the most negative fashion campaign to date. It point·
ed out the danger of distanc ing a des igner too much from
the clothes racks and opening up a house of sty le to public critici sm. That it took the deaths of tho usands to
point out the campaign's quest ionable nature, some say,
is doubly disturbing.
"Those ads offended me, personally and p rofessionally, says Casey Jo nes, executi ve vice pres ident of ad
agency G rey G loba l Group, who adds that he did not
vote for Bush and that he does buy Kenneth Co le products." But I did not want to burn down Kenneth Cole if
this is a blip on the radar screen."
Blips, though, have a way of turning into major b loopers. Once the envelope is pushed, there is little res istance
to pushing it just a little bit farther the next time . Yves
Saint Laurent Opium perfume last December had its billboards banned in Britain by the Advertising Standards
Authority, after depicting British model Sophie Dahl as
an image of deathly, degrading nudity. And Benetto n,
which prev ious ly had leveraged issues such as AIDS and
racis m to se ll its United Co lors, had even more trouble
w ith its On Death Row campai gn. It shocked cons umers
so much that the company had to settle a lawsuit with
the state of Mi ssouri, write letters of regret to victi ms'

By Candace Murphy
Knight Ridder Newspaper
T he model glowers at the camera. lie s its on a curb.
under the st reet s igns of fl ush Avenue and Cheney Lane .
To his right is a diamond-shaped, yellow dead-end s ign. It
is a prin t ad vertisement fo r Kenneth Cole fa ll fas hions. At
least. it was.
"That ad campaign is gone," says Meredith Wa ll ins,
vice pres ident of corporate co mmunications for Kenneth
Cole. lie had severa l compla ints. Kenneth Cole rea lly
supports the administratio n."
Like most trend-setters in the wake of the terrori st
attacks o n the United States, Kenneth Cole has found
itself in the previous ly unpalatable position of having to
be, of all things, a mainstream patriot. Kenneth Cole
stores are now se lling flag shirts, and posters hang in their
w indows --declaring, under an image of a U.S. flag What we stand for is mo re important than what we stand
in."
But this is the world of fashion, a un iverse often inherently married to indiv idualism. Experts think that fashion
designers, and the ir advertising campaigns, may be the
first to resume bus iness as usual. Especially a company
like Kenneth Cole, which handles its campaig ns in-ho use.
Sty le is personal. What you put on your body usua lly
has something to do with what you have in your head,"
says marketing ex pert Feli pe Korzenny, principal and cofoun der of Ches ki n, a research company in Redwood
City. Cali f
Cloth ing is a public presentation of yourself It is almost
an addendum to your speech and is certain ly an enactment
of) our personality. Fashion des igners and their advert ising teams know this."
Fashion houses have a rich hi story of maki ng fo rays into
the po litical arena. Last year, Benetton had an ad campaign feat uring interviews w ith. and pic tures of. death-

families and donate $50,000 to the Missouri Crime
Victims Fund.
"All in the name of selling scents and sweaters, few
brands have used politics to develop a cult follow ing,
and some have done it well , and some have not," said
Steve Addis, of the Addis Agency in Berkeley, Cali f.
There is a fine line, though, because fashion is completely depCfldent on attracting a young, hip fo llowing."
The values of the young and hip can also be at odds
with the mainstream, if not completely inappropriate for
a campaign, some think .
" It's like running naked people in ads," Jones said.
" Will it se ll? It might. But the fact is, it is not appropriate. Brands should be cons idered for their look and feel
and they don't need to harrn people or sens ibilities to
succeed. If they believe they do, they shou ld cease to
exist as a brand."
While the ad world has mo mentarily dulled its c utting
edge, Jones and his colleagues a re bracing themselves
for the inevitable ret urn to norrnalcy, fas hion advertisement-style.
"There w ill a lways be ad agenc ies desperate for recognitio n," Jones sa id . " They may pause for a time, but it 's
too easy a so lutio n for them to g et noticed ."

Modern 'Cinderella' exposes relevant urban issues
By Shadla S. Hernandez
Staff Writer
A new play directed by a Columbia
graduate student, "Cindere lla : A HipHop Tale of an Illegal Alien," explores
sexism and rac ism in urban culture.
Erica Watson, who is working toward
a master's degree from Col umbia's
Arts, Entertainment and Media
Management, uses her extensive experience in the arts to make this s how a
sure-fire winner. Look o ut for the pink
and white flyers on campus. Oh, and
the show includes some lap danc ing.
When Watson and Czarina Mirami,
the writer, choreographer and star of
"Cinderella," met through a mutual
friend, they clicked immediately. They
discovered that they shared an artistic
vision and wanted to explore race and
gender issues hip-hop music and culture. A lthough Mirarni did not intend
for the s how to be hwnorous, Watson
provides some comic relief for an otherwise serious s how.
"You know how the media portrays
us," Watson said. " It's time we got
control o f our own images." She con-

siders Oprah Winfrey and Debbie Allen
role mode ls fo r women of color
because of their entrepreneursh ip and
financial savvy.
" I want to be in control," Watson said
w ith a s mi le. Watson's vi sion is o f
women empowering other women .
" We do not want to be controlled like
puppets on a string," she said. Watson,
who studied televis ion and film during
her undergraduate years at Columbia,
wants her projects to portray women of
color fro m every angle.
Having been involved in theater and
the performing arts since she was a
child, Watson considers herself an anist
at heart. But she also realizes the p itfalls of s how business.
" If you 're an artist," Watson said,
"and you' re not inforrn~specially
if you are a woman-people will want
to take advantage o f you." With that in
mind, she decided to expand her career
to the business s ide of the entertainment industry with her graduate studies, where she's learning about the marketing industry, financial management,
accounting and media management.
Watson draws up the contracts for her
company, lnFocus Film and Video
Productions, which she founded in
I 998. She continues to videotape con-

certs, wedd ings, fashion shows and rallies. Most significantly, Watson directed the music video "Battle Cry" for
underground hip- hop artist Prime
Meridian. The video has been broadcasted on BET and "The Box". Other
accomplishments include music videos
for lesser-known anists s uch as Jusro
and a group called the Nation. Watson
also produces " In the Loop," a cableaccess show that highlights events in
Chicago urban culture.
Both Watson and Mirami are excited
as " Cinderell a 's" opening day
approaches .
"There will definitely be audience
panicipat io n, " M irami said of the
show's lap-dancing portion. She said -'
the audience would identify the char- ·
acters with themselves or people they
know. She promised a thought-provok.ing show with lots of laughs.
"Cinderella: A Hip-Hop Tale of tm

Illegal Alien " opens on Friday, Oct.
12. The show will run through Nov. 17
on Friday nights at 11 p.m. and
Saturday nights at midnight at the
Bailiwick Arts Center, 1229 W
Belmont. For ticbts. $11, C'OIItfJCI
Fivutar Boogie PmdtlctiOM at (311)
75 1-1977. or vi.Jit fiN,_. i~
lion.

--· Fashien · photography .exploies -~ontrastmg styles
"Connec:tina," a photo n h ibil a1 the City Oallery 806
1
MichiJiiD Ave., presents works by three very differeM ChicaJ') bMed phot.oaraphers . Tlw only real con~ between the three is thllt they are all ruhion
f*O'OI'ItpMrs, akhoulh alvcn the froc:t that the exhibit
.. sponsored by M~nlialfFields, tlult should not ce>me
. . . 5Urprlte.
Jcff Stella'a " Jroc:ket Required," Ia a ain&le piece Ooltli"'Md of numerous picture• 1holln ponralt •ty le. All of
lilt Jubjeett tltlnd in front of • white cinder block wall,
rookina a1 the camera. By dlapll)'lna all o( the pictures
toptller, • a JinaJe piece, !1141118 fore•• the viewer 10
loK M eroc:lf indlvidUII photo w ith more attention tMn

llf.

·· -

if they were all spread out.
The photos ~ Daamara Mituniewicz, or Daamara u
she Is credited 111 this exhibit, follows a theme uplored
some of her other worka. All of the models are shot in
envlronmenu related to the clothina they are wearlna,
which aJvea them a 1111turallstlc look. This feel acts
P.8JT\Ifll'l works apart-not only ftom 111011 fashion
'pholoaraphy, wbldl often hu an artlflcial fcellna. but
al10 ftom the rest 11t' the exhibit.
Occulonally, Daamara's•worklln tile exhibit border
on- the k lqc:hy; but IIIIUilly skirt the line we ll. The bnt
example of thl1 would be "l!le111 and Erwin," a picture
the I'IIOIIOt~
•!nina next to an elderly Jewish
man inalde or II butcher t hop. While hu moroua, the picture 1tlll has a • llahtly 111tural look 10 It, whenlu moet
ohotosraphel'l wouldjuat puah tbe rldlculoiiiMfl of the
lmap to the foreltont.
. The 11101t vlaually strlklna worka are tllole by

or

·

m-.

Michael Vohanomi, whox blgest credit is shootlnt
pictures offood for one of Charlie Trocter'l C1IOkboob.
Voltanoml 's pK:tun:s are all untitled shoes of the same
model, a ._ . , _ ctres.d differently Ia uc:h picture
of coune- superimposed owr plctiiiU of 'tllrioul skrscrapers
town. All of his pic:._ In the ex.hlbk
are done on toned sliver platln paper, whlab a lw diem
a very metame IOCik,
Taken u a metaphor fur fashion Pbotoanpl\y and the
fashion world In pneral, Voltattoml' t WOtls IN lilt '
most lnhlrestlnJ. Whether or not 1M! meant Alt"hb pWturel 10 haw any c!Hper mtlftlq Ia hard to -.y, • _ .
Ia no lnf'onnatlon on the exhibit In the pllerift oo tilt
Internet.
Howewr, thl• ltiClk of lnfbnMllon lhould t10t bt 1
deterrent ftom attendlna the a lllblt. At'W aii, IM)t _..
l'lalllon photoanp!\1. They lie blalully . ,,....._.
tory and all e!Voyable, -h In theW own Wll· '

around

,.
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Basement Jaxx impress locals at Pure show

Yom demands attention
at Q101' s Rocl<fest
By Usa Skoczen
Contributor
On the nine o' clock stage
at the QI 01 Rockiest, a
plainly dressed man who
looked like a possible lost
soul from the I 970s took a
look at the crowd before
him. "Is it a Bob Dylan
look alike?" people whispered. No, it was the folk
rock singer Pete Yom, who
has a distinct style of his
own. At the Fink! Steel
Corporation on Oct. 6,
bands performed from 3
p.m. to midnight. There
were two stages set up, one
for local bands such as
Horse, led by Scott Lucas
(formerly of Local H). The
second stage harbored acts
such as Lucky Boy's
Confusion, Pete Yom and
Nickelback.
Mosie
for tbe morning after
came out early spring.
Yom is a native of New
Jersey and his album
debuts
on
Columbia
Records. He opened his
one-hour set with a song
called "Murray," and
breezed through almost all
the tracks on the album.
Yom's music is not heavy,
but ' hot too mellow-you
can' t rock out to it. His
material features songs
'· predominantly about love,
relationships and life's
hardships. The crowd was
fixated on him the whole
time, despite his lack of
-stage presence.j ' rn fact,
Yom is very soft-spoken
with only some s tage banter during his set,
The peak of- his performance was during the
songs "for Nancy (Cos rt
Already Is)" and "Life on a
Chain," two of his ,radio
singles that cl!ll .be heard
-. on 93.1 FM, WXR'I; and
LOU FM, QIO'l. My persomil favorite of the }light'
was a song called "Closet,"
with its bouncing' r hythm,
cnetgetic. ac;pustic guitar
riffJ and simple lyrics. The
so.ng is pure' pop indul·

By Michael Hlrtzer
Assistant A&E Editor

skills. All the songs on the
album
.
have melancholy yet hope
filled lyrics that pour out of
Yom's seemingly restless
voice.
Overall, l really enjoyed
his performance. He is
coming back to Chicago to
open for Cake on Nov. 5 at
the Riviera Theatre and at
the Metro later in the
month. Don't live life on a
chain-break free and see
this debuting artist.

Being that Chicago is the birthplace of house
music, it's hard to approach the genre with a
fresh twist. However, when Pure brought the
artistically viable, yet com mercially successful
Basement Jaxx to the Metro, Oct. 9, everyone
from the underground mainstays to radio's
bandwagon riders dropped their inhibit ions to
get down.
The Brixton, England duo Simon Ratcliffe
and Felix Buxton put on a grand spectacle.
Their live performance consisted of the duo
playing keyboards, samplers and drum
machines alongside a percussionist and a trio
of divas a Ia Dajae and Ce Ce Peniston.
Behind them, three g iant scree ns emitt ing a
mix of carn ival-sty le airbrushed posters,
Warhol -esque pop art, Merry Prankster psychedelia and other sy nced video provided visual
stimulation unseen in the Metro's usua l downplayed environment.
The Jaxx wasted no time, going right into the
club smash "Romeo." Stopping on ly occasionally, the Jaxx kept the mix going by stack ing
beats, play ing previously recorded songs and
fill ing in the spaces with rhythm tracks and
heavy drumbeats.
They "got their freak on," literally, dropping
a mash-up of Mi ssy Ell iot in between tracks ofT
their first two LPs, Remedy and Rooty.

At times, the two multitasked, Ratcliffe
played a guitar on the Spanish-tinted "Rendezvu," while Buxton MCed over fist-pumping.
arena rock-tinged house , inciting the crowd to
repeatedly chant "raise your hands."
Communal dancing and an aura of Nag
Champa-vibes ensued as they pl ayed their
breakout hit, "Fly Life," and 1999 anthem
" Red Alert," before closing out with the ir spin
on Latino rhythms.
Songs like "Samba Magic" and "Bi ngo
Bango," are where the Jaxx shine. When they
add modem electronic soundscapes they create
a spicy, di stinctive Oavor, which introduces a
contemporary audience to the traditiona l music
of Latin America. The scene was complete
with a dancer c lad in a Brazil ian Carnival costume.
As openers, the hip-hop trio, Ugly Duckling,
di d no justice as they mocked old school hip·
hop. Although the white boys brought a tasty
crate of bass-heavy beats, their rhymes were
recycled and Jacked any originality. Nursery
rhymes are far out-dated, as was the DJ's tacky
gold chain.
Pure deserves credit though, not only for the
pairing of musical styles, but for continua lly
bringing top electronic talent to Chicago.
"Global Underground" prog-pushers Dave
Seaman an d Deep Dish both played at Pure
events in the past week, while DJ Dan and
Richie llawtin are both slated for upcoming
performances.

Geggy Tab nothing but a· Radiohead rip off
By Chris Novak
Correspondent
Geggy Tah is famous for that not-so-wonderful
summer anthem, " Whoever You Are" (which you
may have heard in the background of one of those
hip new Volkswagen ads on TV). With their new
album, Into the Oh, Geggy Tah is attempting to
escape the world of one-hit-wonder. The album is
a subpar Radiohead rip off, and Geggy Tah sounds
as if they are attempti ng to combine the technological theme behind OK Computer with the experimentation of Kid A.
The opening track, "One Zero," is a three-minute
song about Internet Jove w ith a chorus of"one zero

zero one one zero." Singer Tommy Jordan is credited with playing II instruments on the track,
inc luding "buzz bass, dirty loop. Casio fz-1. $2
nylon guitar, gibby bass, steel drums. programming.
surd, swi tch·m ic and Dyna-Miked trumpet." The
rest of the album follows this pattern of technologythemed lyrics and extremely experimental instrumentation.

Geggy Tah definitely has talent. I sure can't play
II instruments-<an you? Although imitation is said
to be the sincerest fonn of flattery. the Radiohead in fluences on this album are more disrespectful then flattering. If you really enjoy "Wherever You Are," and
you have not heard anything else by Geggy Tah, do
yourself a favor and purchase one of those "best of
the '90s" compi lation COs. Or just tape that VW
ad the next time you see it.

•ence. HislJrumrner, Luke
Adal:ns. adde4 to the song~

with his on-beat percussion

Whjle askint.your folks for money isn't easy,

AT LEAST YOUR BANKING IS.
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It takes time to craft the perfect request for cash. Time you'd probably rather not s pend on
banking itself. Good thing there's LaSalleOnline. With just a simple click. you can access all
your accounts, from checking to money markets to COs. All of which will
come in very handy if you manage to sway the parents. To s tart ban king
with LaSalleOnline, sign up at lasallebank.com or by calling 800·840·0190.

Visit us online
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ozomatli promotes social change through fusion
By Michael Hlrtzer
Assistant A&E Editor
Fus io n " is the act or process of
melting by heat," according to
Webster :s dictionary.
Ozomat li
did so, both literally a nd fi g urative ly, on Oct. 4 at the House of
Blues.
Touring their second full- length
album , Ozomat li (named after the
Aztec god of da nce, pronounced
o h-zo-mot-lee) fuses Latino sty les
like sal sa and samba with hip-hop,
fu nk and dub. T hey did so with
the ease of a house band, playing
to a boozed-out "Saturday night"
crowd eve n though it was a
T hursday.
The stage was packed with the
band that included a horn section,
guitarist/s inger, bass player, drummer, DJ, percussionists, MCs/tambourine players and a dancer or
two.
T hey cru ised through their new
CD, Embrace tbe Chaos, playing
practically every song.
Though many of the songs ly ri cs
were in Spani sh, it didn 't matter,
as the band's fluid instrume ntation
erased any language barriers.
The band da nced w ith the audie nce, p laying songs like "Dos
Cosas Ciertas" and "Guerrillero. "
T he Viva! I 03.1 FM sponsored
event had the a ir of a festival, turning the HOB into a hot, summer
party with Mexicans, patchouliscented hippies, hip-hoppers a nd
holdovers from next door's restaurant all melting together, " like but-

ter, baby."
Ozoma t li promotes social
c hange in their bra nd of positively
c harged music. Instead of preaching their me ssage radically in militant rail ies, they convey a message of peace through the ir songs.
Members o f De La Soul ,
Wii.I.Am o f the Black Eyed Peas,
Medus a and Com mon all have
guest spots on the album; but MC
Kanetic Source filled a ll those
roles during the show. Donning a
Jurassic F ive !-shirt, Source fro licked a round playing various pe rcussive instruments whe n he wasn' t adding rhymes.
The easygoing v ibe continued as
Ozomatli p layed part of "We' re
Not Gonna Take It" by Twisted
Sister, " Happy Birthday," " Ole
Ole" and "The Hokey Pokey."
They're the miss ing link between
bands Los Lobos and Santana, a nd
soc ia lly conscious hip-hoppers
like Tribe Called Quest back in
the ir heyday.
T heir spicy -as-a-M ic hel adacocktail performance continued
on , even after the band had played
for nearly two and a half hours,
when they paraded into the crowd
for an impromptu jam session.
Ozomatli 's concert and new
album has the group heading farther and farther south. Funk fusion
and hip-hop j ams are few and farbetween, as Ozomotli continues to
em brace their nati ve sounds.

Above: (clockwise from top
left: OJ Spinobi, Andy
Mendoza (drums), Wil Dog
Abers (bass), Raul Pacheco
(guitar/vocals), Ulisis Bella
(sax/vocals).
Right: MC
Kanetic Source stands in on
the mic.

Meeks pushes on
with new bandmates
By Julie Shamon
Staff writer
Red C D is the latest re lease by Travis Meeks and Days of the New. Indianab red Meeks, together w ith his trio, makes new s trides w ith bo ld , knee-buckling
beats and me lodic rhythms that dizzied up this g irl.
Reminiscent rhythms of Meeks' baritone-drone after e very song triggered me
to snatch my Alice in C hains, Metalli ca and Pearl Jam CDs. A rev isit to the heady
ba nds compensated my c urios ity very well. These bands mi ght resplendently be
Meeks musical gurus.
Days of the New's intens ive hit s ing le, " J-Ia ng O n To This," invites the
keen ear to a s urg ing twist of bass.
Th robbing drum c hords matc h
Meeks' 22 year o ld bar itone,
s ing ing, " I ' m do ing what I got
to .. . to hang on," about the mus ical
talent he's possessed with. T he
amb itious rock s tar pass ionat e ly
deli vers in so und, y e t lack s the energeti c ability to draw you in e ntire ly.
Ly rical ly, Meeks attempts to convey fr ustration, find ing the passio n
within to devote to his m us ic. I find
emot ion
a ttacking
a m big uous
a lmost every ly ric . An embedded
dr ive of a nger motivates some of the
lyr ics , chas in g words to ex plain his
fruc;trationc; ,

" Da ys in our !.de," re lates to the
average Joe wit h a need for chan ge .
Ranting, " It \ time for c hanges," is
r o •:slhfy a me•.sage to the hand of
we;ok link·. he left hehi nd , who later
JOined for<..c•. oo thc rr own to form
··t antn c " f(eadiiiJ' those lyrics
afo r~ e rem inded IIIC of a sp~rll ual l y
m1•.guided •.ouf : one who repeats
rnantra•. for rcav .1 rra ra.. c and l..onfid•·nGe lo re veal hi •. ab ihtic •. !lis
<H. t,,r •. tu~ ·.o1d aiHiity i•, vliuant in
trJan;

rtH1rc ',IHIV '• lo <..orn e, w here

' " ' ''"" llrl l1e•.

I " produced hy

I.Jf ehfiii'.Cf{' Juh11 Ar11c ll o, ;u•d mi xed
b; 'v11h· \ I"I' I''Y roi iJc l I e ppard a ud
1\o; rrnHIIth , ''" hrw.l Wlthifl Meek•<

tw lp·: r ,,.,!1,. '' h;d.nu ,. lroro

)w;

dark .

•Hh i i ~', IH... rt1t. ~ da y•, '''the l' i< plnrU!IIIfl

r,f rttii1 C ;q,~yrt "l'·,rvt •, )wad huhhirtK
hc;.rc;

Mcc~ • l(et •. '' "'"" 'l:o•:•" c"l "'~ hr •1

Indiana ma n, Travla Meeka of Daya of the New.

!rations and Gael ic tunes, w hile heading east for serendipitous, ancie nt c hants a nd
percussions. Meeks ' test tube tunes emerge to orchestrated classical harmonies
that invade the stereo. A blender m ix on fluff, this psuedo-emo band attempts to
yank emotiona l strings, while the powerful sopra no and baritone backup vocals
serenade sens itive emotions. A travesty of their s timulating elders, this daring
g roup interlaces a barrage of instrume nts and sounds, thus c reating a hard-tos wallow album.
The Kentucky-bred band s ucceeds in their efforts to frantically
search for the right niche, inflated
w ith the Louisville Sy mphony
Orc he stra as well as a loca l gospel
c hoir. T he music- loving trio that
make up Days of the New, g row
instru m entally and this record
proves to be a bona-fide progress
report for thi s experimenta l band.
Linking this and their previous
album Green , the on ly apparent
resurgence is a heartbreaking,
pounding usc of c lashing instruments. Meeks outgrew the moshworthy e lement of Green, and creates a pot of m agical m y stery,
us ing the best of a ll worlds. Yet. it
lacks a ba la n ce with lyrics a nd a
thematic re v ival of poetic ab ilitv.
· The Red C O mny perhaps be
Davs of the Ne w 's ~ harm. sa ve
!'or- a meaningfu l vcrs<' nnd unity
of expression 1\tcel..s' nppre n ti ceslll p in un if~ ing s ounds
bleed s intn l{ cd , while lnc king
the ncccssnr) in gredient s that
lc!(c nd s nrc m 111k of. lli \ en that
he 's o ut with the old and with the
ne w. thus nutl..i n!l the " lhvs <1f
the Ne w." M,•,·l.. s ; vmtc 111Ht'~1'111·
)1\ISCd this )'IISSillni\I C al b um h~·
nddill!( nC \1 I'CSl\lliiiiCC l\nc Wlt\1
Jill) s ht•cd tn I~ r ks " ill mil
ti•u tlll in th is {')I a <pcdlic mcs·
SII!(C ,,. nn~ n tctnplwrknl l ~ itll\ll•
VIII\ V~ e~ JII'<:SSinns. )\Ut 111StC311
dnmcstktllt'd , ti •111111lak l'<ll'ttllttl·
Phutu by''"" Bhiiii\11101111/()Utpoot n!Clll'dllll)l
ti<•IIS with '"' intl1''''"'"' 11 scnsi·
t lv lt~· 111111 s~ntl~ llotlr In ~<lllllll ,
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Art Community
Asian Students i n the Arts

The Diaspora Proj ect f or
Cultural Awareness of Columbia
College
Fi ction Writing Department
Student Board

.
AWAAl/ (fhe Voice of Our
CUL~re )
'

.

. .:;rr·

IJ,&ck ~Wdent Union of
Columbia"Gollege Chicago

. -

CH20 (Columbia 's Hip-Hop
Organization)

HILLEL
International Interior Design
Association
International Student
Organization of Columbia
College Chicago

Columbia Advertising Club
Korean Student Association

/

Columbia College Baseball
Team

Latino Alliance

olumbia College
Eftrepreneurshi p Club

Marketi ng Communications
Club at Columbia College

Columbia College Fashion
Association

The Otaku JAM (Japanese
Animation and Manga) Societ y

Columbia College Music and
Entertainment Training
Institute

Public relations Student
Society of America
Radio Club of Columbia College

Columbia College Association
of Black Journalists
Columbia College Students for
Equality and Justice
Columbia Pride

Residence Hall Association
Student Dance Organization
Television Arts Society of
Columbia College Chicago

t Ucl en t
Or 8 aniz.ations rair
Columbia Ultimate Frisbee

Columbia's Urban Music
Association

Writing Center Community
Organization
ZAMII

Wednesday, October 24th
11 am - 3pm
Hokin Annex
oNetworkins oCommunity o Opportunity
o

f oocl

oOrinks oGive a ways

.,
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()lassifieds
Announcements
Interested in Entrepreneurial business
opportunity that you can build while you
are going to school and fund your future.
Call Toll Free 1-888-450-2842

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Irritating one

5 Replace a
stopper
11 Spent wood
14 Dramatist Henley
15 PUI behind bars
16 p , lollower
17 Pronounce
IndiStinctly
16 Thespians'
pseudonyms
20 Tidal srtuabon
22 Letters tor 105 1
23 Bangkok man
24 San , Texas
26 French pronoun
27 Ripped
28 Applying paint
crudety
30 "Das L1ed 110n der
Erde" composer
32 European 110lcano
33 Carbonated water
36 Essentials
37 Auto race
courses
40 Higher of two
43 Leaw 1BX1 as is
44 Plenty
48 Mateof allet')l
showy bird
50 Endurance
52 Delhi dress
53 Hole maker
56 Lewled
57 Jogging pace
56 Luau dish
59 Spouse
60 Presleyhn
63 McK•nley and
Cantor
66 PGA peg
67 Rrst-bom
66 Stubborn beast
69 Asnerand
McMahon
70 Shoots wide
71 Fencer's sword

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs • Student
Groups Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fund raising event. Does not involve
credit card applications. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

6 Way in : abbr.
7 Con-man's tricks
6 First ship on the

DOWN
InsectiCide
1 Network of "Nova" 35 Inspires
2 Snakelike fish
reverence
3 Hand-held
38 Cursor starter?
shod<er
39 Tries
4 Triples
40 Most o f New
5 Reply

Solutions
3 3

d

3

3 1 n ~
moon
9 Generation-based S V 0 I

bias
10 Ex-08 Dawson
1 1 SIE!elle oper11ng
12 Dldsomewool
gathenng?
13 Stod<1ng
merdlants
19 S•munaneously
21 MacGrawof
"Love Story"
24 Lemon dnnk
25 A Cole
29 Takes ott
31 Even one
34 Banned

York?

General
FREE eBOOK FOR WRITERS! Download
the free ebook, "10 Steps to Jump-Start
Your Publishing Career" at
www.ChicagoWriter.com, Chicago's eresource for writers, editors, and publishing
professionals. www.ChicagoWriter.com
Looking to earn money for your organiza·
tion or yourself? Try Fund-U, a no cost
fund raising program that's easy and reli·
able. Call 1-866-48-FUND-U or visit
www.fund-u.com.
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41 Formed beads

42 Conditional
reJeases
45 In a row
46 Smallest b1ll
4 7 Little b1t
49 City •n ltalia

H~

38

lS3d

51 Ms Gardner
54 Toger on the tee?
55 Preferences
61 Skirt edge
62 Play for a fool
64 Pub preference
65 G et the picture

ADVERTISE IN THE
AND REACH THOUSANDS OF COI.LEt;E STtnJENTS

CALL 312-3••-7.32 FOR OUR MEDIA GUWE

Classified Advertising
Only 25 cents per word.
All major credit cards accepted.
Pre-payment required.
Deadline: Friday5:00p.m. C.S.T
To place yourorder, visit the world wide web at:
http://www.universaladvertising.com
BUYER BEWARE:
Neither Universal Advertising nor
Columbia Chronicleassume responsibility for
damages resulting from anyadvertisements.
CALL 312-344-7432 with Questions
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The UPS

$23,000*

EARN&

Up to
in College
Education Assistan<'"'
·Weekends & Holidays Off?
Great Weekly Paychecks?
Paid Vacations'

LEARN

·~

Program
\

PACKAGE HANDLERS

'·,

}

y

I

~t... ady, Part-Time Jobs
$8.50- $9.50/hour

.•

HODGKINS*
/

/ / ADDISON *

(I-55 & 1-294 • South Suburbs)
Ph: l-888-4UPS-JOB
.·
Access Code: 4417
..,,,......../·

,./'
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, ,....

PALATINE*

......

(Hicks & Rand Rds.)
Ph: 847-705-6025

(Army Trail & Lombard Rds.)
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For the Cubs, it's wait 'til next year
has been for the Cubs. All teams go through dry spells
and have bad seasons, but the Cubs have endured something that could only be described as an endless
Commentary Editor
drought.
It has been almost a full century, 93 years, since the
As we head into another October, there seems to be North Siders have been able to proclaim their baseball
one constant in baseball: the Chicago Cubs will have to team the best in the world. For those historians out
wait another year to win a World Series. Now, to put there, William Howard Taft was President of the United
things in perspective, we need to examine how bad it States at the time, and automobiles were just being
introduced. Heck, the last time they even played
in a World Series, I 945, television was still a
mystery to most Americans. So, for over 93
years Chicago Cubs fans have had to accept a
depressing level of med iocrity for their baseball
team.
Losing year after year can play with one's
emotions. What other team could endure such
misery? What other city would still embrace such
a disgrace? It is as if those who watch the Cubs
have endured such emotional trauma that it has
numbed their senses. Scientific studies recentl y
have linked an exposure to violence with a
desensitizati on to violence. If that is true, those
"bleacher bums" must be in need of a fu ll-frontal
lobotomy from watching the eternal car wreck
known as the Cubs every year.
13ut, as the motto for all North Siders, hope
springs eternal and Cubs fans are embracing the
fact that they almost made it to the playoffs th is
year. Armed with one of the best pitching staffs
in recent franchise history, the Cubs were able to
fin ish the season I 5 games above .500 and strike
out more batters than any other squad in maj orleague history. But, as with e very silver lining,
there must come a bolt of Iighting that brings us
all back to reality.
With a ll of their success on the pitch ing
mound. how is it rewarded? With a thud. Pitch ing
coach Oscar Acosta has been fired out after not
seeing eye to eye with manager Don Baylor.
Bay lor. who holds the major-league record for
being hit w ith the most pitches, is starting to
show what that has been done to his cr itical
thinking, and Cubs fans are starting to notice.
.
•
. AP Photo/M. Spe~cer Green " Baylor is a cancer to this team . At least when we
Jon Lteber helped the Cubs pttchers achteve success thts year. had (past coach Jim Riggleman] we knew where
we stood," said North Sider Terry Olson.

By Katie Walsh

Known as a hitting guru, Baylor was poised to bring
some bats to Chicago to compliment Sammy Sosa and
bring more scoring to Wrigley Field. But only Sosa
proved he could consistently hit over .300 and others
added to the team seemed as if they were a band-aid
applied to a severed leg, they just could not stop the
bleeding.
What in the whole wide world of sports is going on
here? It is like the animals are running the zoo, and up
is down. Only the Cubs could manage to put the kibosh
on the next season before the first pitch is even thrown.
Not even a goat in the stands could stand a chance of
breaking the pattern of blunders that have and will continue to haunt "the friendly confines."
How is the management going to address all of the
problems surrounding the Chicago Cubs? They are
going to do the same thing they have done for the past
20 years-laugh all the way to the bank . You see,
although the Cubs are the lovable losers of baseball,
they still pack fans in every game. Only four other
teams o utdraw the Cubs in attendance in the National
League.
People will line up in droves just to get a chance to
see the Mecca of all baseball parks at I 060 W.
Addison . Wrigley is the second oldest park in the
majors, and Fenway Park (the oldest) in Boston will
close next year.
It is at Wri gley where people can come and sit in the
biggest beer garden in the city and forget a ll of their
worries.
"Where else can you go on a summer day and drink
seven margaritas and this is considered the norm?"
wondered Cubs fan Patrick McMahon. This is the endless devotion, fueled by the endless amount of liquor
sales, that have kept the Cubs in the black financially.
People come in droves not to watch the teams playing,
but to soak in the Wrigleyville atmosphere, if the Cubs
wi n, it is just icing on the cake.
Thi s is why nothing has been done in a lmost a century. If it isn't broke, don't fix it. There are not many
businesses out there that can increase their revenues
with the release of a new Beanie Baby or by sponsoring
a di sco night with K.C. and the Sunshine Band. But the
Tribune Co. knows how to get the most (capital) out of
the least (Cubs baseball). It is the bottom line that matters the most to the owners, and in that respect the Cubs
w tn every year.

The Bears
aren't the
only 'football'
team in town
0
Chicago Are two games away from
reaching the MLS Championship for
third time in five years.

Mike Schmodt/CIIrontcle

Eric Wynalda (22], along with Peter Nowak (10) and Demarcus Beasley (7) celebrate the Fire's first goal with the bam burners.

By Greg Lopes

Assistant Editor

The Flre'a Dema Kovaltnko duela a Galaxy
playar Wtdnnday It Soldier Field.

In a match- up of Majnr l.eague Soccer 's e lite teams. the
Chicago I· ire settled for an overti me tic Wed nesday night in
the first game of n four-game series uguil1st the Los An!!cles
Galaxy at Soldier Fie ld.
In a game in whic h the Fire elcurly dominuted the O uln.~y.
holdlrtg the bu ll 60 percent nf the !\lime. u 1- 1 tic result hus
to IJe viewed liS a dtsuppolntment .
The Fire's Demurcus IJeiiSely mn rtunpunt through the
Ualaxy de fense ull gume, but it WIIS Eric Wynuldu's !lOIII
late In the flrst hulf thut supplied ull of the Fire's scorir•l!·
The defense proved to be the sUtr of the g11mc liS they held
an over-manned Los Angeles teRm to one 110al.

However, as well us the defense plnyed. they could not
stop the referees ti·om calling n pcnnlty curly in the second
half that resulted in a Gnlu.x y pennlty kick . Chris Armos. of
the Fire, committed nn unethicul foul ngllinst the G11llll 's
Sosho Victorine w ithin the Fire's box. Victorine converted
the penulty to even the score, which would tenuously hold
Thou11h C'hienl(O cumc out short-htmdcd in the second half
when Cnptnin Peter Nowuk 's bruised let\ knllll rendered him
unublc to ph1y, the Fire continued to stuy o n tho otli:n ·i~c
llowcver, the IO$s of Evun Whitfield in the 60th minute t••
tm ejection put the Fire in ti hole they could not climb out 11t:
despite excellent pllly from I lristo Stultchko • Now11k' u!\
stitutc, who w11s plll)'lr'llin his lil'llt t!Rllle since ut!USt.
In overtime, the Firo piUTied the G11la:oty's rolentless all ·~
inc ludh'l! a goal lrom the Cl11hucy's Brian Mullen, to llnhh
with o tlo.
The series moved to C11llfon,le lor lltlllle two on S1111mla\
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Marathon
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Continued from back page

Photographer sbares stories of
Silvestri's shirt was drenched, but he maintained his
pace. Drops of sweat left a trail on the road and the
soles of thousands of sneakers pounded against the
pavement. "My legs became heavier just a little after
three hours," he said. "And I thought that I wasn't
going to finish very fresh."
"At a point, you are quite away from the city and you
can see the Sears Tower at a distance," Si lvestri said.
"And you think, ·s••• I still have to get back there."'
At the comer of Columbus Dri ve and Roosevelt
Road, a 22-year-old runner collapsed and died.
Earlier, Catherine Ndereba, from Kenya, marked a
new women's world record by finishing in 2 hours, 18
minutes, and 47 seconds.
Meanwhile, Juiz stood in the bleachers close to the
finish line searching for a sign of Sil vestri amid the
hundreds of runners who passed by.
"There he is! There he is!" she shouted. "Go! Go,
Leo!" Juiz raced down the bleachers and into a throng
heading the same way she was.
"When you are approaching the fi nish line, about three
miles before, the buildings in Chicago seem very far,"
'iliiiii-~....,.d~ Silvestri said. "At that moment, even though I knew
1
how much I had to run, and that I could exactly measure the distance to the finish line, it seemed just so
impressive."
After 3 hours, 52 minutes and 40 seconds bib number 24435 crossed the finish line. Si lvestri walked for a
few feet. Juiz raced alongside of the fence that separated them. He was draped in a foil sheet that read,
" LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon" and someone
placed a medal around his neck.
He skipped the photo podium, and someone cut the
plastic strap that secured the chip which recorded his
time.
-...r1~~~ He had done it in under four hours. The training had
paid off. An announcer shouted "Congratulations, you
have run Chicago!" and a gigantic screen showed them
crossing the finish line.
"At the end of the day, you run your marathon and
there is the feeling that people can come together and
AP Photo/stephen J. Carrera do something great," Silvestri said.
Catherine Ndereba of Kenya set a women's world record
at the Chicago Marathon.

marathon experience

Runners weren't th.e only people to get a
workout at the recent Chicago Marathon.
The photographers there to cover the event
had tbeir own obstacles to overcome.
Running along with the runners caused
Chronicle photographer Dwayne M. Thomas
to lose at least two pou:nds.
"I did have tbe feeling tbat I was participating in tbe marathon myself," Thomas said.
Thomas also ran into a little bit of trouble
trying to get in position to photograph the end
of tiH> raC,e.
"I was at the Lake shore Drive bridge and
the J)ollce wouldn't let me go through,"
Thomas said.
"I had been trailing tru:se cats for abOut 25
miles and I'm running down to the finish line
and I almost get there
_
and the police say that
I can't cross the bridge.''
Thomas showed the' police his Cclwnbia
Chro~le press pass, only to be rebuff'ed.
"The coo was li~e, 'I can't do anything for

you man.'"
After auempting to get over the bridge for a
BCCOild time the cop aalced Thomas if he
wanted to go to jall. Thpm.aa declined the
inVitation and backtrac1ced to go down another street where he iilllilly gqt to tbe finiSh line.
Thomas estimates that the reroute toolc him
30 minutes.
By the time Thomas got to the finish line,
all~ frontrunners bad fmished.
"1 sot there In time Qll)y to catch the-JiloW
cats croa the line," lbomas said.
nred from hia early.-day work, Thomas
stopped off at Taco Bell a.oil sot a clUckeo
quCSadilla to eat and a coke to drink.
While thac, ThomBs observed an interesting-scene.
"l notK:cd a lot of the cats who ran the taee
were smok.ina;' Thomas sai<l.
•

-

The Chronicle's weekly guide to fantasy football
Brooks, Joe Hom and Maurice Smith),
Ravens at Browns (Elvis Grbac, Terry
Allen, Travis Taylor, Tim Couch and
Correspondent
Kevin Johnson), Patriots at Colts
Sm ith, Marcus Pollard, Ken
(Antowain
1st Down: T he Rant- Despite an
Dilger
and Jerome Pathon), Broncos at
immense amount of negati ve preseason
Chargers (Mike Anderson, Olandis
media coverage, Edgerrin James has
Gary, Doug Flutie and Curtis Conway),
continued to produce absurd statistics.
Packers at Vikings (Brett Favre, Ahman
Anything less than 16 games, 1,500
Green,
B iII Schroeder, Daunte
rushing yards, 500 receiving yards and
Culpepper and Michael Bennett) and
16 touchdowns would be shocking for
Eagles
at
G iants on Monday night
"the Edge." Aside rrom Marshall Faulk,
(Donovan McNabb, Duce Staley, Kerry
can any other runn ing back even be
Collins, Amani Toomer, Tiki Barber and
mentioned in the same breath?
Ron Dayne).
He is the ideal running back, yet this
4th Down: The Predictions- The
preseason he experienced a remarkable
Bills play at Jacksonville on Thursday,
amount of grief because he missed a few
so be sure to get your Jaguar players in
"voluntary" practices. Peyton Manning
early enough to capitalize on Gregg
complained to the media and general
Williams' horrid defense. Mark Brunell
manager Bill Pol ian was a wreck. They
and Jimmy Smith could produce solid
questioned his desire to play
-..-r11-• fantasy numbers, but
football and his dedication to
Rob Johnson may sufthe Colts franchise. If teams are
fer an injury during
going to demand that players
the game-go figure.
attend every off-season workHot: Quarterbackout, mini-camp and weight-liftChris Weinke-If he
ing session, then they should
is still avai lable in
drop the charade of saying
~~ooo~•••lll your league, pick him
they' re voluntary. James' reguup: 270 yards, two
lar season performance has
touchdowns.
answered a ll of his preseason
Running backcritics, but the NFL and individRicky
Williamsual teams have yet to adequateWill shake off his
ly explain how these programs
banged up shoulder:
are " voluntary" if they result in
140 yards and two
an underserved bad rep.
touchdowns.
2nd Down : T he TrendsWide receiverFirst they moved the goal posts
Cris Carte r- Loves
I 0 yards back. Then the kickoff
to play against the
was moved back five yards and
Packers: 120 yards
the kicking tee was lowered to a
and one touchdown.
maximum he ight of one inch.
Tight end- E rron
Moving the kick off back
Kinney- Is a waiveranother five yards was not good
wire, bye-week pickenough, so the " K-ball" was
up that could produce:
introduced.
With these
65 yards and one
unscuffed footba lls in use,
touchdown.
touchbacks were going to be a
AP Photo/Peter Coegrove
Kicke r- Todd
thing of the past and coac~es
were going to have to rethmk Mark Brunell might run over the Bills defense on Thursday night. Peterson- Will even

By Jacob Delahaut

how often they attempted field goals. At
first, problems were apparent as kicking
specialists but today the kicking game is
hardly affected. The more the league
competition committee attempts to limit
field goals and increase touchdowns, the
more these small , non-athletic kickers
with mismatched shoes and single-bar
helmets will piss them off. There is a
reason it's called 'foot'ball-lets leave
the kickers alone.
3rd Down: The Match-Ups- Bye
week teams: Dolphins, Seahawks and
49ers. Due to maj or-league baseball
playoff games there will not be a
Sunday night game. The weekend is littered with di visional match-ups that
always produce upsets and lower scoring games. Lower your expectations for
players who are involved in these
games: Falcons at Saints (Aaron

heat up the Arizona desert: three extra
points and four fie ld goals.
Cold: Quarterback- Brian Griesels running up against a rejuvenated
Chargers defense: 2 10 yards and one
touchdown.
Running back- James Jackson and
Jamel White-Will account for 20 total
yards and no touchdowns.
Wide receiver-James Thrash, Todd
Pinkston and Na Brown- Will account
for one touchdown. Do you want to
guess which player it will be?
Tight end- Freddie Jones vs.
Broncos linebacker Bill " RoboDruggie"
Romanowski-25 yards and no touchdowns.
Kicker-Sabastian JanikowskiGHB anyone?
Not since Donald
Igwebueke has a place-kicker been this
connected with drug trafficking. Check
status before starting.

The question of the week "How much is a players fantasy
value affected when his bye week
falls in weeks 14, IS, 16 or l?T'
-Shawn from California

JD: Most fantasy football lesgues
play their playoffs during weeks 14,
IS and 16. A majority of leagues
avoid playing during week 17
because many NFL teams will have
already secured their position in the
playoffs and will pull their star
players during the game. If you
have a player that has a bye during
these weeks their value is definitely
effected. Also, if a player has bad
match-ups during this time their
value plummets. The regular fanta·
SY season is important, but the playoffs are what separates the men
from tbe boys. If a trade can be
made during the season to improve
your odds during tbese tbree weeks,
do n9t he.sitate.

-

Going the
distance
0

Writer follows marathon runner's quest to run Chicago.

By Pablo E. Gutierrez
Staff Writer

._

Dwnyno M lhomuo/Chronlclu

Partlclpanta In the 56th annual Chicago Marathon run the 26.2 miles on a cold, blustery Sunday morning.

It was an unusual time for him to be
awake. At 5 a.m., Leonardo Silvestri
was ready and on his way to Chicago
from Naperville. As he drove east on
Interstate 290. he caught a glimpse of a
thermometer that stood in front of a
bank- it was 33 degrees.
He drew closer to the city as his 928
Porsche zigzagged through the empty
lanes. He was not planning on being
late. not today- not after train ing for 15
weeks.
That morning the Chicago sky line
seemed rather odd. The buildings
looked li ke a large collection of dark
silhouettes in an orange and purple
background. The clouds. which lay just
above the horizon were dark. and at a
distance they seemed li ke mountains
behi nd the bui ldings.
During the course of his trai ning
Si lvestri had run. dieted and even
stopped smoking. "I decided to participate in the Ch icago marathon because I
wanted to get in shape." he said.
Silvestri had never ran the 26.2 miles
the marathon cons ists of. but he felt
confident that he would fi nish in under
four hours. because a few weeks before
he had nm 23 miles in a little over three
hours.
In the ch ill of the morning. 3 7.500
runners gathered in the vic inity of
Bucki ngham Fountain. T hey stretched
o ut and some took pictures. while o thers walked around in shorts and used
ga rbage bags as jackets. Silvestri stood
nex t to his \! irlfriend. Ana JuiL. and
stu iTed his p<;ekcts wi th food. consist ing of a gel-like substance high in carbohydrates. li e then pinned o n number
2-1-135 to his orange shirt.
It was 7 a.m .. and he took his place
j ust like the ot hers. He stood behind a
sign that read: "3:-15" (t he approximate
time it wou ld take him to finish the
race) and waited for a signal. l-Ie was
eager and ca lm. ftc smiled. and joined
the runners.
!'he day before the marathon had been
a nmmal day. l ie ran a bit and the n
went to the Napervi lle October Festival
with Juiz.
"A ll he did was have a sip of my beer
and he ate n little bit of my food," she
said. "People must have thought, ' What
a strn nge couple. S he is the only one
that cnts. "'
The truth was thnt he hnd already
ea ten. lie hnd pastn sprink led with 11 hit
of cheese and a glnss of wnter. Lntcr in
the evening they wen t to the movies
together nnd liS Jnhn C usnck 1111d Kntc
Llccki nsnlc senrchcd for cnch other in
"Serendipity," Silvestri ate 11 little p<_JP·
cnrn anti had twn nr three sips nl his
t;irlf'ricud's l>il·t Cuke.
Th111 night. dinner cn n slst~d n f' hlnst
with hnn<'Y nntl nnnthcr glnss nf' Willer.
" What I' m lnokinl( lilT\vanl In is run-

ning where cars usually circulate andto run through the neighborhoods and
see the people," he said.
At 7:30a.m. they were off, and as the
runners crossed the starting point they
threw to the side of the road their
sweaters and even their shirts. It took
Silvestri approximately five minutes to
cross the starting line. "In the first few
miles you are trying to concentrate on
tripping over people," he said, "because
there is really a pack of people."
After the runners had gone, Columbus
Drive looked like a flea market with
piles and piles of shirts and sweaters.
''If you see one you like, just pick it
up.'' Juiz said. The runners headed
north to Grand Avenue and then west.
Silvestri followed the pack.
Along the course of the race the spectators and the runners shouted, off and
o n.
" U-S-A, U-S-A." Some wore U.S.
flags patched on their shirts while others ran with a flag in their hands.
Among the runners. a person dressed
as Captain America raced along with a
couple of Supermen. Four others
dressed as Harlem Globetrotters
bounced a basketball as they ran and
among the thousands. three wore Fire
Department of New York t-shirts.
The early morning chill was gone and
a brig ht sun stretched across the sky.
Along the way a few street-comerbands provided entertainment for the
runners .

"There were a few of them on the
way." Sil vestri sa id. "They had drums
and guitars and even singers."
S upporters held signs that read. "Go.
Alice. Go" and "We love you Mike.''
Some waved: ot hers sho uted: many
.:lapped.
"There was also a guy who had cans
of beer and poured them in g lasses."
Silvestri said. " I k was handing them
out like people hand out water. but of
course nobody took them ."
The race continued. and they headed
up to Broadway Awnue and then south
towards 39th St. Thev ran in unison and
lor at least those mo n1ents it didn 't matter who they were or where they came
from- thcv were runners and that was
nil that nuittered.
"There wns n feeling o f union in the
eflort." Silvestri sn icl. "At one point in
the rnce. one o f the pnrticiptmts started
walking nn the side nnd n runner who
wns behind stopped to check on him."
T hey run throug h till' Loop. nnd to
thnse in hig hriscs they lnokcd like a
mi lli nn nnts running in perfec t nmmgcnwnt in thnusnntls o f colors.
'Tiw sun was low und you W<' TC' nmning in thl' midclk of the huildin~s,"
Si lvestri said. "And !thought ' wow tt is
rcnlly n he11utititl tnwn.' <'Vcn though it
stnrt<'d ns 11 really hlnndy duy."
A th•r running ti>r three hours

See . . . . . . page31

